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A B S T R A C T
The present study focusses on presenting a global picture to theoretically 
describe the singly- and doubly- excited states of molecular hydrogen. The 
non-iterative eigenchannel R-matrix method and multichannel quantum defect 
theory have been combined for understanding the physics of the wide range of 
energy and internuclear distances in a unified manner. In this dissertation ab 
initio calculations for 1S g, 3£ ff, 1S U and 3S U symmetries of hydrogen molecule 
are performed to test the present approach. The body-frame quantum defects 
are expected to  be mild on energy, but found to be strongly dependent on both 
energy and internuclear distances in this problem. The energy-independent T' 
and A matrices in the eigenchannel R-matrix formulation are interpolated for 
the internuclear distance variance. The streamlined treatment  of eigenchannel 
R-matrix theory is also adapted for fine energy meshes of calculation.
Seven bound states per each symmetry are calculated simultaneously in 
addition to the doubly excited states based on same matrices T; and A in non­
iterative eigenchannel R-matrix formulation. The global picture for each sym ­
metry is presented, and this tells the interactions between singly- and doubly- 
excited states. The interactions of the doubly excited states affect the potential 
curves of the bound states, and result in many double minimum potentials.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Atomic and molecular scattering theories have advanced rapidly in response 
to  new experimental measurements conducted over wider energy ranges and at 
higher resolution. Molecular observations1-6 involving com petitive dynamical 
processes such as preionization, predissociation, and dissociative recombination 
have presented severe challenges to the validity of those theories.7 Since a strong 
dissociative process was first demonstrated by Cornaggia et al.1 following four 
photon excitation of H 2 , many experiments2-6 have subsequently confirmed it. 
Significant fragment signals of H + and H  resulting from these dissociative pro­
cesses have been observed, and many of these features remain to be explained. 
In order to describe these numerous competing processes including both ionizing 
and dissociating channels together, a unified dynamical formulation is needed, 
which can be applied to wider ranges of energy and of internuclear distance.
The multichannel quantum defect theory (M QDT) has been a powerful 
tool in many applications to atomic and molecular problems. Specifically it 
is a convenient form of scattering theory in which bound states and continua 
are described on the same footing, namely in terms of a quantum defect. This 
quantum defect fi embodies the net effect of the complicated dynamics be­
tween the outer electron and molecular core, which is usually non-Coulombian 
in nature. Fortunately p is usually a weakly-varying function of energy, and has 
been considered constant in many atomic and molecular problems. Adaptations 
of MQDT to various molecular systems have also been successful. But most 
of them have relied 011 semiempirical parameters, obtained by fitting38 either 
to experimental data or else to ab initio Born-Oppenheimer potential curves.
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Here we present a global ab initio molecular treatment which combines a non­
iterative eigenchannel R-matrix calculation with multichannel quantum defect 
techniques. This treatment requires no fitting procedure, nor any semiempir- 
ical parameters. Therefore it can be immediately applied to relatively wider 
energy ranges ( both positive energies lying above the ionization threshold, and 
negative energies lying below the threshold).
The present ab initio treatm ent focuses on giving a global picture capable 
describing the entire energy range both above and below the ionization thresh­
old, and on providing an efficient method of calculation. We want to stress 
that the current study is a prototype  investigation of the feasibility of these 
techniques, which is tested here primarily by comparing with
(i) known H 2 potential energy curves and
(ii) known autoionizing resonance states of various symmetries for H 2 . Ad­
ditional higher-lying bound and resonant states are predicted here for the first 
time.
The hydrogen molecule is chosen to test this method since much informa­
tion is available experimentally and theoretically. Also the hydrogen molecule 
provides a complex, yet manageable system  amenable to ab initio methods. 
Even though this dissertation does not aim for a level of accuracy which is 
competitive with the best calculations performed to date, it should nevertheless 
be sufficiently accurate to provide a global picture for understanding the inter­
action between singly-excited and doubly-excited states. In fact, some of the 
results presented below do compare favorably with its best calculations avail­
able. In addition, for some of the calculations no other results are available for 
comparison.
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In the second chapter electronic multichannel quantum defect theory is 
reviewed. This general, unified formulation is shown to give the electronically 
bound energy levels when all channels are closed, and the autoionizing resonance 
parameters when at least one electronic channel is open, starting from the 
electronic quantum defect parameters.
In the third chapter the noniterative eigenchannel R-matrix treatment is 
adapted to the description of singly- and doubly-excited states of # 2 - An 
ab initio method to calculate the fixed-nuclei M QDT parameters directly is 
introduced. The fixed-nuclei variational trial function is constructed in terms 
of independent-electron orbitals in two-centered prolate spheroidal coordinates.
In the fourth chapter the combined MQDT and R-matrix approach is ap­
plied to the hydrogen molecule. Two independent techniques are introduced 
to calculate efficiently the variation of the M QDT parameters with energy and 
with internuclear distance.
In the fifth chapter the calculated Born-Oppenheimer potential energy curves 
for various symmetries of H 2 are presented and compared with results from pre­
vious studies. In addition, resonance positions and widths are compared with 
previous studies. The calculated body-frame potential curves are shown to­
gether with resonance “potential curves ” to show the relationship graphically. 
The quantum defect matrix is presented numerically for some selected en­
ergies and internuclear distances for possible use in future studies.
In the sixth chapter, possible applications of this treatment will be consid­
ered.
Throughout the dissertation atomic units {% — m e =  e — 1) will be used.
CHAPTER II 
QUANTUM DEFECT THEORY
II. 1 Single Channel Quantum Defect Theory
The primitive concepts of the Quantum Defect Theory(Q DT) originated 
from Rydberg’s work early in this century. Bohr’s formula, E n =  — z2/2 n 2, 
describes the levels of a regular series in the field of a hydrogenic ion of charge 2 . 
W hen an outermost electron is under the influence of a non-hydrogenic ionic or 
multi-centered core, the principal quantum number n is modified to n-fi to give 
Rydberg’s formula. The corrective parameter fj, is called the quantum defect 
and derives from the non-hydrogenic portion of the potential field. Importantly, 
H embodies all the complicated interactions between the outermost electron and 
the multiparticle ionic core.
The motion of an atomic or molecular electron in QDT is separately handled 
at short- and long- range. W hen an outermost electron moves far away from 
the residual ionic core (say at r  >  ro), it sees only a Coulomb field. Then the 
radial wave function of this electron can be expressed as a linear superposition 
of regular and irregular Coulomb wave functions (f,g) and quantum defect fi,
=  f (r ) cos ^  — g (r ) sin ng-i r >  TQ. ( I I . 1)
This equation describes the wavefunction at energies e both above and below 
the ionic threshold in terms of the well-known solutions {f,g). The energy- 
normalized Coulomb wavefunction set (f,g) at large distances shows dramat­
ically different character 011 the two sides of the ionization threshold. They 
are oscillatory functions at positive energies (above threshold), and exponential
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functions at negative energies (below threshold). Accordingly (f,g) are strongly 
dependent on energy at large radial distances. The asym ptotic forms of (f,g), 
which are the source of the greatest energy dependence, have been derived in 
analytical form for an attractive Coulomb field by Seaton and his co-workers 
in the mid 1960’s.8 The resulting large-r expressions of the energy normalized 
regular and irregular Coulomb wave functions are8,9,10
^   ̂ |  (2 m /7rfc)2 sin[fcr -f ( z m / k ) l n r  +  77] , e >  0
r —+ 00 ( ( j i i /ttk)* [sin (3D ~ l r ~ veKr — co s /3Drv e~Kr], e <  0
{ 1 1 . 2 )
—(2 m /7rfc)2 cos[fcr +  [ z m / k ) \ n r  +  77], e >  0 
—(m /7r/c)2 [cos/?£>- 1r~ I/e'cr +  sin (3Drue~Kr], e <  0.
Here e =  k 2/ 2 m  =  —k2/ 2 vi is the energy in atomic units, m is the ratio of the 
reduced mass of the system to the electron mass, v  =  ztu/ k is the “effective 
quantum number” and z is the coefficient of the asym ptotic Coulomb term of the 
potential. Imposing the large-r boundary condition on the equation (II.1) with 
the asym ptotic form of (f,g) for e <  0 in equation (II.2) requires the constraint 
sin(/? +  7Tfj.) =  0, and immediately leads to Rydberg’s empirical formula:
E n =  —m z 2/2(n  -  n)2. { I I . 3)
The Coulomb functions are expressed in terms of two phase parameters /?(«) 
at e <  0  and 77(fc) at. e >  0,
T)(k) =  ( z m / k ) l n  2  k — £ 7 r / 2  - f  argT{l  +  1 — i z m j k )
(II .  4)
/?(«) =  ir(v -  I),
where I is the orbital angular momentum. The amplitude parameter D ( k ) given 
by Seaton or Greene ct a/.9,10 will not be used here. In addition to the base pair
00
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of solutions {f,g) for a Coulomb field, extensive derivations of {f,g) and QDT  
parameters for “zero” and “dipole” field have been m ade by Greene et al.9,10 
Any other long-range field has analogous phase parameters f3,ri and a base pair 
{f,g)8~n  which can be calculated numerically, if necessary.12 Then most of the 
strong energy dependence of the wavefunction (II.1) of the outermost electron 
is expressed in terms of well-known long-range QDT parameters (3 and rj.
On the other hand the quantum defect (i in equation (II.1) is usually energy 
insensitive and is considered constant in many cases. This weak energy depen­
dence of the quantum defect can be easily understood from the fact that strong 
attractions prevail at small distances, whether above or below the ionization 
threshold, because of the deep Coulomb potential well. The insensitivity of the 
quantum defect (i to the energy is extremely useful in practice and it encourages 
us to adapt the technology to a new class of problems.
II.2 Multichannel Quantum Defect Theory
We consider a quantum-mechanical N-channel system  which undergoes a 
rearrangement collision such as
e~ +  H+(i ' )  — ► e" +  (II .  5)
Here the indices i' and i  are fragmentation channels indices of incoming and 
outgoing electron, respectively, which are characterized by the specific energy 
eigenstate of the molecular ionic core. Transitions of the electron-core system  
from one channel to another can occur through exchange of energy and/or an­
gular momentum. In a conventional scattering theory, the scattering S-matrix, 
which describes scattering informations such as scattering cross section, has
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direct physical meaning as the ratio of the outgoing wave amplitude to the in­
coming wave amplitude. But it shows several undesirable properties such as 
pole-type structures close to resonances, and other strong energy dependences.
On the other hand, the “sm ooth” reaction matrix K  introduced in Seaton’s 
multichannel quantum defect theory (M Q DT), is sm ooth and insensitive to en­
ergy. The main idea is based on the explicit recognition of the fact that most 
electron correlations are important only in a finite region of the coordinate 
space. Therefore partitioned-space electron correlation theory can be a reason­
able way to describe any system  whose long range interaction is simple. In 
MQDT the electron’s configuration space is partitioned into two regions;
1. Inside the reaction zone (r <  ro), the correlations between electron 
and residual core are extremely complicated. But we can confine the space 
involved instead of calculating the wavefunction explicitly over the entire space 
as conventional theories do. Either an ab initio method such as R-matrix 
theory, or else a semiempirical fitting procedure can be used to characterize 
this short-range physics. In this dissertation the eigenchannel R-matrix, which 
has been used less extensively than the usual Wigner-Eisenbud formulation of 
R-matrix theory, is adopted and described in the next chapter.
2. Outside the reaction zone(r >  7’o), the photoelectron sees only a long- 
range potential, which is usually assumed to be purely Coulombic.
When the electron moves in channel i' beyond a short-range reaction zone, 
i.e. at r >  tq , it experiences the pure central Coulomb field of the charged 
core. Accordingly, there are no channel mixing effects in this region, all such 
mixings being confined to the small-r region r <  tq. In a reaction matrix 
representation, the ?’-th independent molecular wavefunctions at r > tq can be
8
expressed as a linear superposition of regular and irregular energy-normalized 
Coulomb wavefunctions gi{r))  (or any other linearly independent pair of
Coulomb wavefunctions):
N
* i ' { E)  =  4  r - 1 * i(u ;)[ /i(r )fo  -  9 i (r)Ku>],r >  r0. ( I I . 6)
i=l
Here 4  is the Fermi antisymmetrization operator, and denotes all the coor­
dinates of the system  including spin and angular coordinates except only the 
radial coordinate r of the outermost electron. The real, symmetric “smooth 
” reaction matrix is denoted Ka>. The wavefunction $i(u>) represents the com­
plete wavefunction of in the channel t, including the spin and angular 
momentum wavefunctions of the outermost electron. The f i (r)  and gi(r)  are 
the energy normalized regular and irregular solutions of the radial Schroedinger 
equation in channel i at r >  ro , whose asymptotic forms are given in equation 
(II.2) with k{ at e{ >  0 and at e{ <  0. It is convenient to let N 0 denote the 
number of open channels (e; >  0 , i  =  1 , . . .  ,iV0), and Nc the number of closed 
channels (ê  <  0 ,i  =  N 0 +  1 , . . .  , N ) .  For a given total energy E, the electron 
energies ei are different in each channel due to the different threshold energies 
Ei,
c' - e ~ e ‘ = £ = - £ •  (/ 7 -7 >
Equation (II.6) is a generalization of equation (II.1) to multichannel sys­
tems. Therefore the properties of the smooth reaction matrix K  are somewhat 
similar to those of the quantum defect p in a single channel system. The en­
ergy dependence of the reaction matrix K  is very weak, since a small change 
in the total energy hardly affects the fast electron inside the reaction zone, as 
it moves in the deep Coulomb well. So the reaction matrix K normally shows
9
a sm ooth and weak dependence on energy, except for the appearance of simple 
poles uncorrelated with resonance phenomena. Of particular importance is the 
fact that K  continues sm oothly across any ionization threshold.
Another feature of the K -m atrix is its efficient description of complicated 
short-range interactions. Complex channel mixing effects are represented en­
tirely in terms of the reaction m atrix in equation (II.6). The K -m atrix repre­
sentation has N  independent solutions for an iV-channel system which is more 
than the number of open channels N 0. The additional closed channels par­
ticipate strongly in the process of channel-mixing. An electron which enters 
the reaction zone in channel i' may emerge in another channel i after some 
complicated intermediate scatterings into either closed channels or open chan­
nels. In other words, the sm ooth reaction matrix Ka> reflects the channel 
mixing not only among open channels (ej >  0) but also among closed channels 
(ej <  0). Therefore the sm ooth K-m atrix describes nicely resonance effects 
resulting from the interaction of both types of channels. The essential new 
ingredient of the sm ooth K -m atrix representation8-11 is that all the relevant 
closed channels can be taken into consideration. This is very different from the 
S-m atrix representation of conventional scattering theory, which doesn’t include 
closed channel indices in the scattering matrix. M QDT efficiently describes the 
strong energy dependences and pole-type structures in the S-matrix occurring 
near autoionizing resonances and thresholds. Most of this dissertation focuses 
on the K -m atrix as an appropriate tool to describe both the discrete states and 
continuous spectra in a unified manner.
The N  independent solutions of equation (II.6) are physically unacceptable 
since they include exponentially diverging functions /,:(r) and gi(r)  in closed 
channels i at large r. We must construct N 0 new independent solutions as
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linear combinations of those in (II.6), which remain finite at infinity. This pro­
cedure is called the “elimination of closed channels” .13 Application of large-r 
boundary condition is needed only at the last step of any calculation, which is 
convenient in practice. The usual N 0 x N 0 physical reaction matrix of conven­
tional scattering theory can be constructed at a given energy E  as13
K (E)  =  K °° -  K oc[Kcc +  tan/?(.E)]-1 K co, { I I . 8)
where (3{E) is a diagonal N c x N c matrix whose elements are negative energy 
phase parameters characteristic of the long range field in channel i,
M E ) =  * { *  ~  h). { I I . 9)
Here is the “effective quantum number” in the closed channel i,
vi =  — , { II .  10)
and li is the orbital angular momentum of the photoelectron in channel i. Like­
wise mi  is the reduced mass of the separating fragments in channel i. The 
matrices K °°, K co, K oc, K cc in equation (II.8) are blocks of the original smooth 
K -m atrix,
/  K °° K oc \
K  =  ( , {11.11)
\  K co K cc)
where the superscripts o and c denote open and closed channels, respectively.
Fano has introduced the powerful “frame transformation m ethod” into mul­
tichannel quantum defect theory, which emphasizes the physics contained in a
11
different, “eigenchannel representation ” of the sm ooth K-m atrix. This rep­
resentation is simply the one which diagonalizes K , with eigenvalues, tan7r/ifQ, 
and eigenvectors,?/^, i.e.
K  =  U  tan 7r/uUT, (II .  12)
where U T is the transpose of the matrix U . The eigenchannel representation 
of the N  independent eigenchannel solutions outside the reaction zone is 
N
i>a (E)  -  4  i (u)Uia[f i (r)  cos 7Tfj.a -  gi(r)simT(ia],r  >  r0. ( I I .  13)
1 = 1
Here a  denotes an “eigenchannel” and ia is called an “eigenquantum defect”. 
The eigenvectors U{a form the frame transformation matrix, which plays a role 
as a bridge between fragmentation channels i characterizing the long-range 
solutions, and eigenchannels a  characterizing the short range solutions. The 
net effect of the complicated interaction at short-range is now described by fxa 
and Uia in the eigenchannel representation and equivalently by the K -m atrix 
in the reaction matrix representation.
Elimination of closed channels in the eigenchannel representation is quite 
analogous in principle to equation (II.8). The boundary conditions at r —> oo 
should be enforced on a linear combination of the eigenchannel solutions t/’cv ,
N
tl>(E) =  ' £ l > 0t(E)aa (E) ,  ( I I . U )
a=l
with coefficients aa ( E ) which are to be determined by boundary conditions;
1. For closed channels (i € Q ), the physically allowed solutions vanish 
at r —> oo. 2. The superposed solutions in equation (11.14) have a common 




^p{E)  =  4  X ]  $ *(u0 2V [/*(r ) cos ^  “  9 i{r) sin TTTp] , r  >  r0 { II .  15)
1 = 1
where tp is called the “collision eigenphase shift” . Requirements 1 and 2 lead 
to the following generalized eigenvalue problem13,
ra =  tan7rrAa, { II .  16)
with
Uia sin {0i +  IT Ha), i G Q
Tia
i €  P
(  m {fi i  
I Uia s i l l7 T /U a ,
=  1° ’
la I  Uic
Tip in cc|U3/tion (11.15) is given m terms of noim slizcd
A  - )  '  i G Q
l a  —  4  ~  • r>
COS TVfl-a, 1 G P-
a=l
where aap is normalized by
{ I I - 1?)
N
Tip{E)  =  X ]  Uia cos 7r(-rp +  H a ) a a p,  {II .  18)
N
1 =  X ( £  Uia cos 7r( “ 7> +  ^ c)aaP)2. (J /.19 )
teP a = l
At sufficiently low channel energies e; < —l / 2 l j ,  the energy-normalized 
wavefunctions {f i , gi )  become complex and are no longer convenient. We have 
bypassed this technical difficulty by setting up the reaction matrix in a modified 
representation which replaces (/,:,#{) by a base pair (/®,£rf) which are real and 
analytic functions of energy. The behaviors of f f ( r )  and <7°(r) at small r are
13
governed by centrifugal term, 1(1 -f l ) / r 2, of the radial Schroedinger equation
f i ( r )  oc r i+1, as r  —> 0
o i ( IL20)gi (r ) oc r , as r —» 0
Since the centrifugal term at small r overwhelms e* in the Schroedinger equa­
tion, f i ( r )  and g?(r ) can be normalized independently of energy at the origin. 
As discussed elsewhere,10,11 these analytic (/°,<7°) are more flexible to use in 
all channels, although the equations of M QDT are slightly more complicated. 
These two pairs of independent Coulomb wavefunctions are interrelated by the 
linear transformation,11
fi  =
9i =  A \ ' \ i  -  G i A T ^ U .
(II .  21)
Here Ai  and Gi  are long-range MQDT parameters, which have been analytically 
derived for the Coulomb field by Seaton8 and for zero, Coulomb, and dipole 
fields by Greene et al.9 The eigenchannel solutions obtained by matching with 
the analytic Coulomb wavefunctions, ( / 0,^°), have the following form outside 
the reaction zone:
N
= 4  Y ^ $ i ( u W i a [ f i ( r )  cos n u l - y ? ( r ) s i n 7 r / t ° ] , r  > r0, (11.22)
i
where and Ufa denote, respectively, the eigenquantum defect and eigenvec­
tors of the reaction matrix calculated in the analytic ( /°,<7°) representation. 
Since the asymptotic forms are simpler in terms of the energy normalized wave- 
function (f i , gi ) ,  we substitute equation (11.21) into equation (11.22) and rewrite 
the eigenchannel solution by 
N
V’a = 4  X ^ $ ‘^ ^ ^ ^ iA 7 l/2 [COS7rA'a +  Gris in 7 r ^ ] - ( ?I:Aj/2 sin7r|/.0 .} ( I I . 23)
i




v- = X > X ,  { IIM)
a
and the asymptotic forms of f i  and g i are substituted into the equation (11.24). 
This leads to the following equations;
X  Uja { A f l sin f3j(cos 7r/x° -f Gj sin 7r/x° ) -f cos(3j sin 7r^°}q° =  0 ,i  G C?, {11.26)
a
(which has been multiplied by an extra factor A J 1̂ ) .  The equations for open 
channel components are obtained from equations (II.15),(II.23) and (11.24),
X  t/faA7l/2(cos7r/i« + Gisin7r/i°)a  ̂=  TipcosTTTp
“ ^  (11.26) 
TfO ' 0  0  r r \ *
2 ^  U ia A i sm 7rMaflap =  ^  Sill 7T7>
a
Elimination of leads to 
X] sin =  tan n t p X  Uic*(cos * t& + G i  sin TT/J-l)a°p, i G P, { I I . 27)
a a
(which has been multiplied by a factor A lJ 2). Equations (11.25) and (11.27) can 
be collected into a generalized eigenvalue problem,
r°a° =  ta n 7rrA °a°, {II .  28)
where
o _  /  Uio \A 7 l s in # ( cos 7Tn°a +  G i  sin 7r/z°) +  c o s #  sin 77*°], iG C?
",/v ”” \  _
Ufa Aishnr i ia , iG P
0, iG (?
P?a (cos 7T/J° +  G i  sin 7T ) , i G P .
{11.29)
A?„ =  (
If any channel is open,the fixed nuclei quantum defect t p  embody all colli­
sion information such as the position and width of a resonance. These rp and
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their energy derivatives suffice to get positions and widths of resonances. At
R = l .0,1.4,1.8,2.2,2.6,3.0 a.u., they are presented in chapter V for each symme­
try. If all the channels are closed, the bound states can be obtained by solving 
for roots of
d e t { T l }  =  0. (11.30)
To eliminate some spurious effects of branch changes, it is useful numerically 
to find zeros of the rescaled quantity
-  _ i . Q J  i n  3D
~  d e t { U l Y  ( / / ,3 1 )
The bound states are easily obtained by plotting versus energy. Equations 
(11.28 - 11.31) have been used to find potential energy curves of molecular hy­
drogen, for symmetries as discussed in chapter (V).
CHAPTER III
EIGENCHANNEL R-MATRIX APPROACH 
IN PROLATE SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES
III.l The System of Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates
In this dissertation the prolate spheroidal coordinates are employed to de­
scribe molecular hydrogen. Although this coordinate system  has been used to 
treat two-centered problems and is well known, it is useful to summarize its 
properties. 14 The prolate spheroidal coordinates of an electron in the field of 
two fixed nuclei are defined by
(1 <  £ <  oo)
( - 1  <  V <  1) (I I L 1 )
angle, (0 < <p <  27t).
Here £ is a dimensionless “radial” coordinate, while rj is an “angular” coordinate 
which should not be confused with the long range QDT parameter at positive 
energy. R  is the distance between the nuclei, which are located at the spheroidal 
focal points A  and B , r a  and tb are the distances from the two foci to the point 
P(£,r},tp) respectively in the prolate spheroidal coordinate system as shown in 
Fig. 1. The two nuclei reside at two foci A and B  and the electron at point P. 
The azimuthal angle p> is defined as the angle between a fixed plane through AB 
and the plane ABP. The fines of constant (£,*7), (£,<£>), and (i],<p) form circles, 
ellipses, and hyperbolas respectively.
r A + t b
R  ’ 
rA -  rB
(p =  azimuthal
16
17
F ig . 1 Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates
£ =  const.
=  const
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The metric coefficients for the prolate spheroidal coordinate system are
h -  — I t 2 ~ T12 
( 2 V — 1 ’
t R  { I I I . 2)
K = 2 V T ^ '
k  =  z \ l ( e - m - n 2)-
So the infinitesimal volume element dV  is given by
d V  =  h{d£ hvdr) h^dtp
=  ( t t ) 3(£2 -  V2)d£dT]d<p.  ̂ ^
And the infinitesimal area element dcr on the spheroidal surface S(£ =  £o) is 
given by
dcr =  hvdr) h^dp
R  ,  /---------- /---------  { U I A )
=  (^-) V^O ~  - ^ d r f d p ,  on E
where £o is the radial size in prolate spheroidal coordinates of the reaction 
volume 17. Since the prolate spheroidal coordinate system is orthogonal, the 
Laplacian is
V 2 =  1 f d  hnhv d  d  h( hv d  d  hvht 8
h( hvhv ld C  ft* d C  dVK hv drf1 d<p{ hv d p )]
} +  ^  * 2 ,
<V 1 ' V  (£2 -  1 )(1 -  772) ^ 2'
(J / / .5 )
The solutions to the single electron Schroedinger equation in prolate spheroidal 
coordinates are discussed in detail in Appendix A.
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III.2 Non-Iterative Eigenchannel R-matrix Treatment 
in Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates
As discussed in chapter II, most electron correlations are important only 
within a small range of configuration space. R-matrix theory15 was originally 
designed by Wigner to concentrate the computational effort at just these crit­
ical small distances. As a result R-matrix theory can be quite economical in 
practice, in the sense of not requiring a complete calculation in the whole space. 
Moreover the method permits an ab initio calculation of the short range pa­
rameters needed in multichannel quantum defect studies .16-27  The most widely 
used version of R-matrix theory30 diagonalizes the short-range Hamiltonian us­
ing a complete set of discrete orthonormal base functions. In the usual R-matrix 
theory, a fixed common logarithmic derivative boundary condition is imposed 
on all the basis functions on the surface S  of the reaction volume Q at the 
beginning of the calculation. However the boundary conditions on the reaction 
surface of the desired eigensolution at some prescribed energy E  are different 
from those of the basis functions. This discrepancy of boundary conditions 
usually causes extremely slow convergence. Burke and his coworkers use this 
approach with the so-called Buttle correction to speed up the convergence, but 
the slow convergence still diminishes the attractiveness of the approach.
An alternative version called the eigenchannel R-matrix theory was devel­
oped by Fano and Lee. 17 This version uses basis functions {t/fc} whose normal 
logarithmic derivative b on the reaction surface E is the same as that of the 
exact wavefunction at each given energy E.  This eigenchannel treatment has 
been applied to obtain M QDT parameters by various authors.16-2' Lee23 suc­
cessfully applied this technique to the photoabsorption spectrum of the 2p  shell 
of Ar in the energy range between the 2Pz /2 and 2P \ / 2  ionization thresholds.
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This technique provides uniform convergence, but it needs an iterative diago- 
nalization procedure to determine b, because b is required as input. The time 
consuming iterative diagonahzation for each given energy E  can be bypassed 
by a non-iterative reformulation18 proposed by Greene at the cost of solving 
a generalized eigenvalue problem. The generalized eigenvalue problem is more 
time-consuming than diagonalization,but convenient standard codes exist for its 
solution. Moreover a streamlined reformulation of the eigenchannel treatment26 
greatly reduces the dimension of the matrix problem to be solved at each total 
energy E ,  resulting in an efficient calculation. We will discuss the stream­
lined eigenchannel treatment in detail in the next chapter. The most attractive 
virtue of this noniterative version is that it requires just one diagonahzation 
to determine b at any given energy. In addition to saving calculation time, 
this new technique is very flexible in choosing basis functions which don’t have 
to obey any particular boundary conditions on the reaction surface. Another 
advantage is that the basis functions in this technique need not be orthogo­
nal. This flexibility has proven fruitful in diverse applications to many physical 
problems. 16-27  It has been applied to numerous problems in recent years, in­
cluding autoionizing spectra o f the alkaline earth atoms and aluminum. In this 
dissertation, the non-iterative eigenchannel R-matrix technique is employed 
to calculate ab initio information inside the reaction volume, and matched to  
analytic single-centered Coulomb functions. The resulting M QDT parameters 
obtained are used to study both doubly-excited states above the H £  ( lsu )  
threshold, and bound states lying below threshold, in a unified manner.
As pointed out by Robicheaux ,29 it is convenient to calculate the logarith­
mic derivative b with respect to £ rather than using the normal logarithmic
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derivative on the spheroidal reaction surface E,
This is equivalent to
which leads to some simpler expressions than the standard formulation, as will 
be seen below. This flexible choice of the logarithmic derivative boundary 
conditions is allowed in the eigenchannel R-matrix treatm ent.
The variational expression for the total energy E  is18
r  / n ^ - i v 2 +  U ) 9 d V  
E   ---------/„  W d V --------- ’
where d V  is the two-electron differential volume element in prolate spheroidal 
coordinates and the integrands are to be integrated only over the reaction vol­
ume ft. The equation (III.8 ) can be rewritten by applying Green’s theorem
„ Jnli(V*‘) • (V*) + *'U9)dV  -  \  f r. V(99/dn)d<r
f „ V V d V  ' 1 1
Here the surface integral in the numerator of equation (III.9) must be performed 
over the surface E of the reaction volume. Using equation (III.7) the equation 
(III.9) can be put into a more useful form, which is a variational expression for 
the eigenvalue b of the R-matrix at a given energy E,
t  _  L H v n  • ( v * )  +  -  v m w  ( I I I m
/E
Equation (III.10) can be put into matrix form using trial functions which are 
linear combinations of basis functions as equation (B.4). The superposition
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coefficients are then to be determined variationally. Imposing the variational 
condition db/dcik  =  0  leads then to the generalized eigenvalue problem
Tc =  6 A c, { I I I .  1 1 )
where the T  and A are real and symmetric matrices (when the basis set is real), 
and are defined by
Tik,i'k’ =  2 J  Vik(E -  H)yi'k'dV  — J  yik^j^-dcr,
f i  E
( / / / .  12)
dcr 
i
yikVi'k' ,^ik,i'k' — J
E
with the trial wavefunction (B .4). Here the differential surface element for 
the two electrons is defined as all points in configuration space such that max
{ 6 , 6 }  =  6 ,  i-e-
f dvidcr2 , for 6  =  6 ; 
dv2dcr\, for =  £o,
with dvi given by equation (B .13) and
d<T =  |  , , ’ V  ( H I - 13)
d(Ji =  ( y ) 2\A o  ~  i \A o  ~  Vid’lid<pi { I I I .  14)
The integrals required to construct the T and A matrices are derived in detail 
in appendix B.
Now we relate the variational eigensolutions to the parameters used in quan­
tum  defect theory. The /?-th independent solution is represented as
=  ( H I - 15)
k
in terms of eigenvectors c .̂ from the generalized eigenvalue problem equation 
(III.11) solved at energy E. The eigensolutions 4'^, together with bfj. provide
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all information needed to characterize the wavefunction of the electron escaping 
from the reaction volume. The eigensolution typ should match sm oothly onto 
the wavefunction of the escaping electron outside the reaction volume, which is 
a linear superposition of Coulombic regular and irregular functions:
<>13 =  4  £  m iO A ig  -  £>& (111.16)
d( ” p
= 4  £  . * , )  f = ft.
Here represents the target states of together with the azimuthal angular 
and spin wavefunctions of the escaping electron, and Fi and Gi are regular and 
irregular radial Coulomb functions in two-centered spheroidal coordinates. The 
function Mi(rj)  is similarly expressed as
M i{v)  =
l
where Z\m is the eigenvector of differential equation A .7 of the outgoing elec­
tron under the field of two equal nuclear charges 1 / 2  (assumed to be screened 
by inner electron) which are to be distinguished from zjm of the single elec­
tron basefunction (in the field of two equal nuclear charges 1). Note that £ 
in equations (III.16) and (III.17) is the larger of £1 and£2 . The constants A tp 
and Bip are determined by matching equation (III.16) and (III.17) to the short 
range variational eigensolution tPp 011 the surface at £ =  £0. Having in mind an 
eventual matching onto single-centered regular and irregular Coulombic func­
tion in spherical coordinates, Fi , Gj . d F/ d £ ,  and d G / d £  in equation (111.16)
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and (III.17) can be assigned arbitrary values at £ =  £o since only the phase 
differences between £ =  £o &nd £ =  £ need to be calculated.
W ith these initial boundary conditions, the radial Schroedinger equation 
is integrated from £ =  £o to £ =  £/■ The £y should be taken big enough so 
that the spherical surface t= tq will fit entirely between two spheroidal surfaces 
£ =  £o and £ =  £y as shown in Fig. 2. Here we take P(£, fj) to  be an arbitrary 
point on the spherical surface r =  ro. The spheroidal coordinates (£ ,q ) of this 
point P on the spherical surface r =  ro can be expressed in terms of spherical 
coordinates 9 and fixed values of ro and R  as
t  _  TA +  rB 
K ~  R  ’
{ I I I .  18)
r  A ~  t b
77 =  R  ’
where
ta =  \A o  +  ( ^ / 2 ) 2 +  ^ 0  cos 6,
______________________  { I I I . 19)
tb =  y j r l  +  { R / 2 ) 2 -  ifro cos 0.
Here 9 is the angle between the molecular axis AB and the point P (£ ,^) on 
the spherical surface. As before R  is the internuclear distance, ro is the radius 
of the spherical surface. If all points £ on the spherical surface are larger than 
£0 , then £ in equation (III.16) can be replaced by (£ ,q ) since equation (III.16) 
holds everywhere outside the reaction surface;
=  4  r > r 0. [ I I I . 20)
i
Here the Fi{£),  Gi{£)  are independent solutions to the radial two-centered
F ig . 2  Projection of the spheroidal wavefunction on to a spherical surface.
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Coulomb equation, which are integrated from the spheroidal surface (£ =  £o) 
out to a larger spheroidal surface (£ =  £ /) and then projected onto the spheri­
cal surface r =  ro together with associated Legendre functions of r). Matching 
equations (III.16) and (111.17) can be rewritten at spherical surface r =  ro as
OO
M " )  £  -  G i ( i ) B ip] ,r  >  ro, ( I I I . 21)
i l = m
9- £ >  =  4  £  £  Z lml ^ S l ^ { F i ( ( ) A ip -  G i ( m P}
l= m
+  c|m (I) ) ^ {  -̂ 1/3 Qg — tq.
(7 /7 .22)
Now we can match the eigensolution Step at r =  ro, in terms of familiar single - 
centered10 Coulomb functions (f i , g i ) and spherical harmonics F/m in spherical 
coordinates,
=  ^  r 5 3  ® M Yh,mAe ><p)[ f i( r )I i(3 ~  9i(r)Jip\, r  >  r0. ( I I I . 23)
i
Here 3>i(u;) denotes the target state with spin wavefunction, and the extra factor 
\  on the right hand side comes from the definition of (f , g ). The spherical 
surface integrals for eliminating the target functions are
<  <f>iYi\\(r'ftp) >  =  f i ( r o ) l i0  -  g i ( r 0 )Jif3,
(777.24)
< ^VilKr*^)’ > = ^ ( r o V i f )  -  ^ ( r o ) J 0 .
Here the double bar indicates a surface integral over the spherical reaction 
surface (r =  ro). From the resulting 7,^ and .7,̂  in equation (III.24), the
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reaction matrix K  can be constructed as
K  =  J I - 1 . { I I I .  25)
To calculate all remaining observables, we can use the standard M QDT formu­
lation discussed in chapter II.
CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION TO THE HYDROGEN MOLECULE
IV. 1 Overview
In previous chapters multichannel quantum defect theory and eigenchannel 
R-m atrix theory have been discussed in prolate spheroidal coordinates. The 
short range parameters obtained by the R-matrix calculation provide informa­
tion about the wavefunction of an escaping electron in the form of MQDT  
parameters. Finally the multichannel quantum defect theory efficiently de­
scribes the complicated long-range physics analytically. M QDT has been suc­
cessfully applied to atom ic problems16-26 and also to molecular problems.33-3' 
Since R-matrix theory and M QDT are complementary and efficient in their 
specialties, the combined treatment of both theories has been used to study 
complicated physical problems. Most previous applications of M QDT have uti­
lized fitting procedures either to experimental results or to ab initio potential 
curves calculated by other m ethods. But these fitting procedures often limit 
their application. As a typical example, Ross and Jungen38 obtained an excel­
lent vibronic spectrum by extracting quantun defect matrix elements from the 
three well-known ab initio fixed-nuclei potential curves, which were obtained 
by Wolniewicz and Dressier. In constructing this quantum defect matrix, they 
need to neglect the s and d channel mixing for all R, which is not a safe as­
sumption at all. Therefore ab initio calculations of the MQDT parameters are 
desirable in many applications. But completely ab initio calculations of the 
desired MQDT parameters, e.g. using eigenchannel R-matrix theory have been 
rarely applied to molecular problems.2' Atomic applications have been more 
common, particularly in recent years.1'-26
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The hydrogen molecule is one of the simplest molecules in its structure. 
But its complex spectrum has attracted serious interest from the beginning era 
of quantum mechanics. Starting from the first report39 of the photoabsorp­
tion spectrum of H 2 in the region above the ionization threshold, experimental 
studies were later conducted by Richardson,40 by Monfils,41 and by Namioka.42 
Many low resolution experiments were completed by 1930, but continuously 
updated to  improve measurements. Useful reviews and collections of the spec­
trum of H 2 have been made by Richardson,40 Herzberg,43 Dieke,44 Krauss,45 
and Sharp.46 Dehmer and Chupka41 have made experimental measurements at 
high resolution over a wide range of energy . Recently multiphoton ioniza­
tion using both laser beams and electron impact have further expanded the 
range and accuracy of study. Experimental REMPI( resonantly enhanced mul­
tiphoton ionization) has observed dissociative fragments with photoionization 
fragments from doubly excited states with very high resolution. The hydrogen 
molecule has been excited to doubly excited states via intermediate states such 
as E F B n Ti+, D l T\.n through multiphoton processes.1-6 The
subject of doubly excited states is one of the most active research fields since 
they are recognized as the resonant states responsible for the complex dynamics 
of preionization and predissociation processes. Since the interaction between 
experiment and theory has been fertile both for discrete and continuum states 
of H 2 , the present ab initio approach combining MQDT with the eigenchannel 
R-matrix m ethod can be seriously tested.
The goal of this dissertation is to develop an efficient ab initio description 
of both the positive energy range above the ionization threshold (for example 
I sa  H^) ,  and the negative energy range below the ionization threshold, in 
a unified manner. This should provide a deeper understanding and a global
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view of the entire energy spectrum of H 2 including bound states, and processes 
involving ionization or dissociation continua: preionization, predissociation, and 
dissociative recombination. In this work we focus on calculating (i) the positions 
and widths of the resonances above the ionization threshold and (ii) potential 
curves lying below the ionization threshold. These positions and widths of 
resonances, and the bound energy levels are all calculated based on the same 
energy-independent matrices T  and A  to be discussed in section (IV.3).
The potential curves for various symmetries have been calculated and con­
tinuously improved for several decades by many authors.48-58 Especially the 
calculations by Kolos and Wolniewicz are well-established in their accuracy. 
But their m ethods are increasingly difficult for excited states as the fixed nuclei 
potential curves are obtained state-by-state at each fixed internuclear distance. 
Moreover an inconvenient optimization procedure is required to get higher-lying 
states based on the wavefunctions of lower states. On the other hand, MQDT  
enables us to calculate an entire Rydberg series of states for each symmetry 
at the same time , since all states of a symmetry can be described by common 
quantum defects whose energy dependence is expected to be mild. In this work 
seven states per each symmetry are calculated at the same time using equation
(11.30), although M QDT readily permits calculation of arbitrarily high-lying 
levels near an ionization threshold.
The Rydberg states of H 2 converge as n —> 00  to target states, namely 
(l-scr) and in this dissertation, since other target states are located
very high in energy (strongly closed). Here H £  (1-scr) and (2per) are writ­
ten in a united atom notation. The H ^ i l s a )  electronic state is a single well 
potential, while the H^i^pcr) state is a purely repulsive potential. An infinite
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manifold of Rydberg states is associated with each of these target states. Many 
# 2  states are perturbed by doubly-excited states of the same symmetry. Calcu­
lations show that states converging to which are shaped like a deep
well, are perturbed by doubly excited states converging to which are
repulsive. As a result numerous states of H 2 exhibit double minimum Born- 
Oppenheimer potentials. Davidson established theoretically that the double 
minimum potential is important to consider in assigning spectra. Recently it 
has also been recognized60 that the outer well of the double-minimum poten­
tial, together with doubly excited states, play an important role in dissociation 
processes. Also experiments have been able to excite states in the outer well 
of these double-minimum potentials which are subsequently ionized by addi­
tional photons. The study of potential curves at larger internuclear distances 
(especially outer well potentials) is therefore becoming important for the inter­
pretation of these new experiments.
Calculations on a fine mesh in the internuclear distance are required to get 
comprehensive fixed-nuclei potential curves of Hi-  In addition, calculations on 
a fine energy mesh are needed to get high-lying bound states using equation
(11.30) in M QDT formulation. Ab initio calculations generally require consid­
erable computational time, although the non-iterative eigenchannel R-matrix 
treatment has already saved much time by avoiding the Fano-Lee iterative pro­
cedure mentioned in the previous chapter. Here two independent techniques 
discussed in section (IV .3), are added to save more computational time.
IV.2 Selection of Two-Electron Configurations
The choice of configurations to construct trial functions in an eigenchannel 
R-matrix calculation requires some consideration of the relevant physics. The
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following describes molecular configurations used for each symmetry of H 2 de­
noted as yn,.. Here the complete form of t/jfc is expressed in equation B.4 in 
terms of single electron orbitals. In this work the single electron wavefunctions 
are numerically obtained in prolate spheroidal coordinates (for details, see ap­
pendix A); these are denoted by the united atom quantum numbers of • As 
usual s , p,  d and /  indicate orbital angular momentum quanta I =  0 ,1 ,2 , and 3, 
while <r, 7r and 6 denote orbital magnetic quantum numbers m  =  0 ,1 ,2 , about 
the nuclear axis. To construct two-electron molecular basis functions, single 
electron orbitals are used for each electron and antisymmetrization enforced. 
The historical notation for electronic states consists of three parts; letter sym ­
bols, spectroscopic symbols, and molecular orbital designations. For example, 
X denotes the ground state. All the excited states with same symmetry 
( 1S^') of the ground state are labeled by capital letter symbols in order of 
ascending alphabets, but the order was soon scrambled. To avoid such confu­
sion in this work higher states are denoted by their numerical order, starting 
from the lowest states having the same body-frame symmetry, except for well- 
established states. For examples the EF state is equivalent to 21E^, where 
the preceding 2 indicates the second lowest state among *1!+ states. Three 
letter symbols for three excited states are used in this work since they are well 
established. The excited states lying higher than these three are denoted by 
the order of the excited states. The molecular notations for singlet and triplet 
states are preceded by a superscript ‘1 ’or ‘3 ’, respectively whereas the even 
or odd parity states are followed by a subscript ‘g ’or ‘u ’, respectively. The 
superscript ‘+  ’or ’ indicates even or odd symmetry under reflection of the 
wavefunction 011 a plane passing through nuclei. The S  denotes that the total 
orbital angular momentum projected onto the internuclear axis is zero for the
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states considered here.
For singlet or triplet gerade sigma states, 1,3 configurations such as 
ns<rn's<r, npan'pa,  nscrn'dcr, n d a n ’da, nfcrn'fcr , npcrn'fa,  n f S n ' f S , ndSn’dS 
npnn'pTT, npirn'fir, nfTvn' fir , ndnn'dn,  have been used to construct the closed- 
type portion of the basis set, while ls<rescr, 2paepa,  1 saeda  and 2p a e f a  have 
been used in the open-type basis set for the four channel calculation are em ­
ployed. Here n and n' indicate the closed-type orbitals and e the open-type 
orbitals. The configuration \ s a 2 s a ,  for example, indicates the spatial basis 
function
Vik =  îk[<f>l SC ( n  )<j>2 SC (r*2) +  ( - 1 ) 5 <̂ 2 SC ( n  )<f>\ SC
For triplet gerade sigma states, , (n s a )2 and (npa)2 are excluded among 
these configurations.
For singlet or triplet ungerade sigma states, 1 , 3 , configurations such as 
nsan'pa , npan 'da , n d a n ' fa ,  n s a n ' f a ,  npirn'dTr, ndirn'fir, and ndSn'fS  have 
been used in the closed-type basis set, while 2paesa,  l saepa ,  2paeda,  and 
l s a e f a  have been used in the open-type basis set in a three-channel R-matrix 
calculation. The total number of configurations used for each type is shown 
in table 1. Two open-type orbitals in each channel, of the closed-coupling 
type, are formed using the lscr and 2pa  target states. The matrix elements 
involving only closed-type basis functions are denoted by a superscript, ‘c. ’and 
those matrix elements involving only open-type basis functions are denoted by a 
superscript ‘o ’. For example l s a e s a ,  2paep a , l sa td a  and 2pae f a  are open-type 
basis functions composed of one closed-type orbital and one open-type orbital.
IV.3 Streamlined Method and R-interpolation
configurations % +
3S +
n sa n 'sa 14 10
npan'pa 14 10
r isen1 da 23 23
ndan'da 11 8
nfcrn’ f a 10 4
npan' f a 19 19
npirn'pn 20 20
nprrn' fir 30 30
n f i rn ' fn 12 12
ndrrn'drr 16 16
nf Sn' f S 12 12
nd8n’d8 12 12
l s a e s a 2 2
2 paepa 2 2
1 saeda 2 2





ndan' f a 17
nsan' f a 22
nprrn! dir 36
ndrrn' frr 26




l s a e f a 2
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T ab le  1 Two-electron Configurations
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The streamlined eigenchannel treatment  developed by Greene and Kim26 
significantly improves the efficiency of eigenchannel R-matrix calculations. The 
derivation of ref. 26 assumes an orthogonal variational basis set. In the present 
study the closed-type orbitals are orthogonal to each other, but the open-type 
orbitals are not orthogonal to each other nor to the closed-type orbitals. The 
following derivation gives the needed generalization of the ref. 26 treatment to 
the present type of variational basis.
The energy dependent T m atrix can be written in matrix form as
r  =  2(E O  -  H  -  L), { I V .  1)
where the overlap matrix is defined as,
Oik,i'k'  =  J  y i k W k ' d V ,  { I V . 2)
V'
the Hamiltonian matrix is given by,
Hik,i'k' =  j  Vik^-yi 'k'dV,  ( I V - 3 )
V
and the “Bloch-operator” is
Lik,i 'k> =  \  J  y i k ^ r d °  { I V -  4)
The energy-independent A is defined in chapter 3 by
K k . i ' k '  =  J  y l k y i ’k ' d v /h{ .  (IT’.5)
s
The structure of these matrices depends on the two-electron basis functions.
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The properties of the orbitals at the reaction surface £ =  £o are
(£ )
S c(£o) =  0, — ^ —  7  ̂ 0, f o r  closed — type orbitals , 
d ’ELp (£o)
S 0(£o) 7̂  0, — ^ —  =  0, f o r  open — type orbitals.
(IV.6)
Considering the properties of orbitals on the reaction surface £ =  £0) the 
partitioned matrices of A and L obviously have the properties A cc =  0, A co =  0, 
A oc =  0, Lcc =  0, Lco — 0. So they have the form as
0 0
A  =  I I , (IV.7)
and
0 A 0
/  0 0
L = (IV.  8)
\  Loc L°°
These properties of L and A are used to derive the streamlined eigenchannel 
R-matrix treatment  appropriate for the present basis set
The generalized eigenvalue problem to be solved is
rz = bAz, (IV.  9)
with the r ,  A  matrices written as partitioned matrices
pcc pcov / ( j  o
r =  I , a  =






Here Zc and Z0 denote vectors corresponding to closed-type and open-type basis
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functions. Substituting equations (IV .10) and (IV .11) into equation (IV .9) leads 
to a set of equations
TCCZC +  T C0Z0 =  0, (IV. 12)
and
TocZc +  T 00Z0 =  bA°0Zo. (IV. 13)
Equation (IV .12) can be rewritten as
Z c =  ~ ( T CC) - ' T C0Z0. (IV.U )
Substituting equation (IV .14) into equation (IV .13) leads to a new generalized 
eigenvalue problem
n z 0 =  bA°°Zo (IV. 15)
with
u = _roc(rcc)_1rco + r00. (/vie)
The dimension of the original generalized eigenvalue problem (IV .1) is reduced 
to a new generalized problem having the much smaller dimension of the open 
type basis functions. This expression results from applying only equations 
(IV .10) and (I V .ll) . But this generalized eigenvalue problem takes consid­
erable tim e to solve since the new matrix ft is dependent on the total energy E,  
and since the inverse of the large matrix Tcc is required at every total energy. 
Here one more ingredient is put into equation (IV.16) which simplifies its cal­
culation remarkably. Since Lcc in equation (IV.8) is the zero-matrix, the closed
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part of equation (IV .l) can be written as
rcc =  2 ( E O cc -  H cc). { IV. 11)
Diagonalization of Tcc is equivalent to solving the generalized eigenvalue prob­
lem
H ccX ckx =  E O ccX ckX {IV.  18)
which provides us a convenient representation
Z'c =  X ~ l Zc. (JV.19)
Here X  is a transformation matrix formed from the eigenvectors X k\  of equation
(IV .18). The matrices X  and X -1 transforms the original two-electron basis into 
a new representation, in which F cc, O cc and H cc are diagonal simultaneously. 
That is, in this representation
( X t T ccX ) x v  =  2( E  -  E X)SXX. (IV.20)
Here E \  is the eigenvalue of equation (IV .18). Then the matrix fi in equation
(IV. 16) becomes
nc -poc pco
( / K 2 1 )A
where the notation T oc stands for the transformed T oc from the original repre­
sentation to the new representation in which Tcc is diagonal, for example,
foe = r ocx
{IV.  22)
f  CO =  X r r c o .
and the summation is performed over nc, the indices of the closecl-type basis 
only.
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The new generalized eigenvalue problem can now be solved in a negligible 
amount of time since the dimension of the equation (IV .15) is much smaller 
than that of the original generalized eigenvalue equation (IV .9). In this disser­
tation the dimension of F and A is 201 for states (121 for 1S ^ ), while the 
dimension of O and A 00 is dramatically shrunk to 8(6). These transformations 
now permit the R-matrix calculation to be performed on an arbitrarily fine en­
ergy mesh. A key point is that the transformation matrix is not dependent on 
the total energy E.  The energy dependence only enters equation (IV .21) where 
it is given analytically. Most importantly the big diagonalization of the energy 
independent m atrix H cc is required just once in equation (IV .18).
An economical method is now available to obtain the R-matrix eigenchan- 
nels on as fine an energy mesh as is required. But the ab initio calculation of 
two electron integrals, especially 1 /r j 2 , needed to construct F and A , is another 
tim e consuming part of this work. The problem is amplified because the poten­
tial energy curves are required on a rather fine mesh of internuclear distances 
R.  If A , and F' =  H  +  L which is the energy independent part of the matrix 
r ,  are sm ooth functions of i?, we can interpolate these quantities instead of the 
final potential curves which often display sharp avoided crossings. The matrix 
O is also sm ooth and can be interpolated.
Ab initio calculations of T1 and A°° matrices have been performed at R =  l ,  
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 a.u. Some selected elements of T* and A 
for various symmetries are shown in Figs. 3-6. One diagonal element for each 
different type of configurations is chosen to show T , and one for each channel 
for A . The graphs show that interpolation is a sensible m ethod to obtain the 
energy-independent components of T and A°°  on as fine a mesh of i? as desired.
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Using these techniques we can construct T and A on as fine a mesh of E  and 
R  as is required, in a negligible amount of time.
Once the R-matrix equations have been solved, we can apply the MQDT  
formulation to calculate positions of bound energy levels and the positions and 
widths of autoionizing resonances. These resonance parameters provide impor­
tant information on H 2 dynamics, including preionization, predissociation, and 
dissociative recombination, all of which are heavily influenced by doubly excited 
states of H 2 , which can be produced by multiphoton processes or by electron 
impact. In the energy range below the all the electronic channels
are closed. Energy levels of the bound states are obtained by applying equa­
tion (11.30). The successive zeros of the Fu in equation (11.31) are the desired 
bound state energies. The results for energy levels and resonance parameters 
are shown and discussed in following chapter.
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F ig . 6  R-dependence of selected elements of matrices (a) T and (b) A for
3S +  symmetry
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To assess the accuracy of the one-electron orbitals, the energy levels of the 
target states ) and 2 p<r(H2 ) are calculated in the small reaction volume
£ <  £o and listed in Table 2 to be compared with the calculations of Bates et 
a/.61 Here the size of the reaction volume, is determined by the equation
i o ^ C / R + l  (V .l )
at each intefnuclear distance, based on numerical experimentation. The value 
of the constant C is fixed at 15 for all symmetries and all internuclear dis­
tances R in this dissertation. The energy levels of H 2 obtained are in excellent 
agreement with established values even though these states are calculated in 
a finite volume. This means that the wavefunctions of the target states rele­
vant to the energy range of this study are enveloped by the reaction volume. 
In the following sections, electronically autoionizing resonance states are calcu­
lated at positive energies above the 15cr(H^") fixed-nuclei ionization threshold, 
and bound energy levels are calculated at negative energies lying below this 
first ionization threshold for each symmetry. Properties both of bound levels 
and of autoionizing resonances are obtained simultaneously from the same T 
and A matrix calculated for each symmetry and each internuclear distance, as 
discussed in previous chapters, by making use of the M QDT formulation.
For comparison of bound energy levels, previous works by Kolos, Wol- 
niewicz, Dressier, Wakefield and Davidson are used. All of these studies use 
a variational method with highly flexible wavefunctions. For resonance states
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the previous work by Guberman, O ’Malley, Bottcher and Docken, Hazi, Dasti- 
dar, Takagi and Nakamura, and Shimamura et al. are compared with present 
work. Most previous studies of doubly excited states have used a projection 
operator formalism. Takagi and Nakamura on the other hand, calculate phase- 
shifts using the Kohn variational principle, and Shimamura et al. used the 




present Bates et a/.61
2p<r(^+)
present Bates et al.
1.00 -0.45179 -0.45178 0.43535 0.43519
2.00 -0.60263 -0.60262 -0.16752 -0.16753
3.00 -0.57756 -0.57756 -0.36808 -0.36809
4.00 -0.54608 -0.54608 -0.44555 -0.44555
5.00 -0.52442 -0.52442 -0.47729 -0.47729
6.00 -0.51197 -0.51196 -0.49064 -0.49064
7.00 -0.50559 -0.50559 -0.49627 -0.49627
8.00 -0.50257 -0.50257 -0.49860 -0.49860
9.00 -0.50119 -0.50119 -0.49954 -0.49954
T ab le  2 Comparison of energy levels of Iso- {H^ ) and 2pa  (H^ )• 
All energies and internuclear distances are in atomic units.
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V .l JE+ States
V.1.1 Bound Energy Levels
Three bound states o f 1E+ symmetry of H 2 have been calculated for several 
decades by numerous researchers.48-52 The lowest three excited states were up­
dated even recently by Wolniewicz and Dressier.51 Using the present method, 
seven excited bound energy level positions have been calculated for 1E+ symme­
try of # 2 - The lowest three excited 1E+ energy levels, namely E F(21E +), GK 
(3JE+) and H H ( 4 1E +), are compared in Table 3 with the most accurate and 
updated theoretical values obtained by Wolniewicz et a/.51 Based on previous 
work of these authors, the calculations of Ref. 51 are expected to be virtually 
“exact” for the purposes of the present comparisons. Our present values agree 
reasonably well, but are slightly higher than the energies of Ref. 51 (within 
0.001 a.u. in the inner well). The agreement deteriorates, however at larger 
internuclear distances, which probably reflects incomplete convergence of the 
present basis set expansion. Higher lying states 61!!,1", 71E+, are
also obtained simultaneously by solving a matrix equation (11.30) and are listed 
in Table 4. Currently no reference is available to compare with these predicted 
energies of these higher lying states. All these seven bound states are presented 
in F ig .7. Solid lines denote the present calculations, while the dotted lines are 
the most recent values of Wolniewicz.51
The present calculation produces double minimua potentials in the lowest 
three excited states E F , G K , H H .  These double minimum potential curves 
have been px-eviously identified as the results of perturbation with the (2p<r)2 
doubly excited state.62 This can be easily seen in Fig. 7. Also the potential 
curves 51E+ and 71E+ show the perturbation with the doubly excited state. 
The potential curve b1^^ does not show any explicit perturbation by a doubly
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excited state, but it experiences strong interaction with S1!!* at very small in­
ternuclear distances (R  <  1.6 a.u.) and with 71 at large internuclear distance. 
The strong interaction at small internuclear distance can also be seen between 
G K (S1!!* ) and jfiTR(41E + ), and also between 71S^' and 81S ^ . Since the low­
est three excited states EF,GK,iTJT all have the shape of a double minimum  
potential each of whose minimum are deep enough to hold vibrational states, 
they have drawn much attention. Recently multiphoton experiments via these 
states have been performed actively by many groups.1-6 These intermediate 
states for multiphoton processes are important because they provide relatively 
accurate probes for studying the higher energy range60 through multiphoton  
excitation rather than by a single photon process from the Hz ground state.
The eigenquantum defects //° are presented in Figs. 8, and 9. The horizon­
tal axis denotes energies referenced to the lscr^H^) ionization threshold. The 
eigenquantum defects are calculated from the energy corresponding to i'\3o — 
1.8 up to somewhat above the second ionization threshold energy 
Their energy dependence below the first ionization threshold is very strong es­
pecially at small internuclear distances (R < 2 a.u.) and at larger internuclear 
distances(R > 10 a.u.). Because of this strong dependence of the quantum de­
fects on e and R, whose energy dependence had been expected to be mild, the 
interpolation of eigenquantum defects as functions of R becomes difficult. For 
this reason, an alternative interpolation scheme is introduced in section IV.3. 
Since the energy and internuclear distance dependence above the first ionization 
threshold are mild, however energy and R-interpolation of the quantum defect 
parameters is still feasible for future studies of this energy range.
Also the quantum defect matrix used in several other applications is delined
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as
/*«(«;*) = *)/£(«)£&(«;*)• (v.2)
a
Numerical values of R ) for selected values of R and energies (same energy
range as the graph of eigenquantum defects) above and below the ionization 
threshold are presented in tables 5-8. The eigenquantum defects ^ ° , and the 
transformation matrix Ufa , can be obtained by diagonalization of the quantum  
defect matrix /if?-.
V.1.2 *E+ Autoionizing Resonances
The resonances for 1E+ symmetry are known to  be the lowest lying doubly 
excited states in Hz- The positions and widths of the lowest lying autoionizing 
two-electron excited states of (2pcr)2 1Ê " are listed in table 9 and compared 
with other calculations.65-70 Also the positions and widths of the second low­
est lying resonance state of (2pcr3pcr) 1E+ are listed in table 10 and compared 
with other calculations.70 The lowest resonance (2p<r)2 plays an im ­
portant role jn complicated dynamics such as dissociative recombination and 
dissociative ionization. The positions of the resonances are also presented in 
Fig. 7 as thick solid lines together with the bound potential curves to show 
their relationship. The resonance states are repulsive, which resembles the be­
havior of the target state H £  (2pcr). The present values are in reasonably good 
agreement with previous calculations, giving slightly lower positions than the 
others. The widths are the largest among E symmetries. The present values for 
these widths are generally somewhat larger than those of other authors. Gu- 
berman, Bottcher et al. and O’Malley used projection operator techniques, and 
Takagi and Nakamura performed their calculations using the Ivolin variational
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m ethod. Shimamura et al,70 recently calculated complex quantum defects by 
using conventional R-matrix techniques.
From Fig. 7, the double minimum potential curves can be easily recognized 
to be related with doubly excited states. The lowest resonance (2per)2 crosses 
the 1s<7(jF7^) potential curve near R =  2.67 a.u. The outer wells of the EF and 
GK potentials result from the lowest resonance curve (2p<r)2 crashing down 
into the EF and GK potential curves. The avoiding crossings with 21!!* , S1! ^ ,  
, 71E+ are clearly aligned with the direction of the resonance (2pcr)2 state. 
Also the H H  potential curve has an outer well because of the second lowest 
resonance (2pcrZpcr) state. The more explicit double minimum potential of the 
EF and GK states apparently derive from the greater width and lower position 
in energy of the (2pcr)2 resonance. This might explain why other symmetries 
show comparatively simpler potential curves.
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F ig . 7 Calculated H 2 Born-Oppenheimer potential curves for symmetry. 
Present bound energy levels are shown as solid lines, and position of resonances 
as thick solid lines. Bound energy levels of Wolniewicz and Dressier51 are shown 
as dotted lines. The lscr and 2p<r potential curves of H f  are shown as dashed 
lines.
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F ig . 8  Eigenquantum defects, , are shown versus energy relative to 1-s <t ( )  
for symmetry at R =  1,2,3,4,5,6 a.u.
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F ig . 9 Eigenquantum defects, , are shown versus energy relative to lsa -(/f21' ) 
for 11 s y m m e t r y  at R =  7,8,9,10,12,14 a.u.
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F ig . 10 Fixed nuclei quantum defect is shown versus energy for symmetry 
at R =  1 .0 ,1 .4 ,1 .8 , 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The horizontal axis gives the energy relative 
to lscr ( # 2"). The vertical scale is the fixed nuclei quantum defect rp summed 
over p, after “eliminating”the closed channels associated with 2 po-(H2 ), in the 
usual sense of MQDT.
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F ig . 11 Energy derivative of the fixed nuclei quantum defect r  for 1E+ symme­
try, at R =  1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The horizontal axis gives the energy 
relative to lser (H^)-  The vertical axis denotes the energy derivative of the 


















































































































































































































































T able 3 Energy levels of the E F , G K , a n d H H  states, compared with 
those of Wolniewicz and Dressier51
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T ab le  4 Energy levels of the S1!!* , 71E+, and 81S ^ , states
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C1S<T ^11 Ml2 ^13 u0 ^14 M 22 ^ 23 f4 l ^33 ^34 ^44
-0.222 0.368 0.005 -0.060 0.000 -0.473 -0.005 0.000 0.448 0.000 0.008
-0.191 0.269 0.004 -0.076 0.000 -0.465 -0.005 0.000 0.457 0.000 0.010
-0.160 0.190 0.004 -0.091 0.000 -0.457 -0.007 0.000 0.451 0.000 0.013
-0.129 0.129 0.004 -0.102 0.001 -0.450 -0.008 0.000 0.427 0.000 0.018
-0.098 0.080 0.005 -0.105 0.001 -0.442 -0.013 0.000 0.401 -0.001 0.027
-0.067 0.003 0.044 0.067 -0.001 0.497 -0.240 0.005 -0.335 0.008 0.045
-0.036 -0.003 -0.002 -0.031 0.003 0.570 -0.005 0.000 0.011 0.009 0.113
-0.004 -0.028 -0.003 -0.022 0.033 0.576 -0.002 0.001 0.028 0.030 0.723
0.027 -0.034 -0.004 -0.010 0.112 0.581 -0.001 0.001 0.018 0.033 0.903
0.058 0.765 0.002 0.085 0.370 0.586 0.000 0.003 0.021 0.042 0.118
0.089 0.922 0.003 0.055 0.132 0.590 0.000 0.001 0.012 0.008 -0.022
0.120 0.933 0.003 0.037 0.118 0.594 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.005 -0.020
0.151 0.929 0.003 0.034 0.162 0.597 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.006 -0.004
0.182 0.775 0.002 0.029 0.391 0.599 0.000 0.003 0.011 0.015 0.162
0.214 0.038 -0.004 -0.002 0.240 0.601 -0.001 0.002 0.010 0.000 0.909
0.245 -0.006 -0.004 -0.002 0.102 0.602 -0.001 0.001 0.010 -0.009 0.959
0.276 -0.008 -0.003 -0.001 0.059 0.603 -0.001 0.001 0.009 -0.012 0.965
0.307 -0.008 -0.002 -0.001 0.036 0.602 -0.001 0.001 0.008 -0.014 0.966
0.338 -0.007 -0.001 0.000 0.019 0.601 -0.001 0.001 0.007 -0.014 0.964
0.369 -0.008 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.599 -0.001 0.001 0.006 -0.012 0.961
0.400 -0.008 0.001 0.001 -0.015 0.595 -0.002 0.002 0.005 -0.009 0.956
0.431 -0.008 0.003 0.002 -0.033 0.590 -0.002 0.003 0.004 -0.004 0.949
0.462 -0.007 0.005 0.001 -0.050 0.582 -0.002 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.939
0.494 -0.006 0.006 0.001 -0.067 0.573 -0.003 0.008 0.004 0.014 0.925
0.525 -0.004 0.008 -0.001 -0.081 0.560 -0.003 0.012 0.004 0.027 0.909
0.556 -0.002 0.009 -0.003 -0.093 0.543 -0.003 0.018 0.006 0.043 0.892
0.587 0.001 0.011 -0.006 -0.104 0.521 -0.004 0.025 0.008 0.065 0.881
0.618 0.005 0.012 -0.010 -0.116 0.493 -0.005 0.028 0.013 0.092 0.882
0.649 0.011 0.014 -0.016 -0.131 0.460 -0.007 0.026 0.021 0.124 0.892
0.680 0.019 0.016 -0.024 -0.148 0.422 -0.010 0.020 0.032 0.160 0.898
0.711 0.030 0.018 -0.034 -0.168 0.380 -0.014 0.014 0.047 0.197 0.893
0.743 0.042 0.019 -0.042 -0.173 0.338 -0.017 0.009 0.065 0.233 0.884
0.774 0.084 0.010 -0.030 -0.133 0.300 -0.022 0.004 0.086 0.269 0.885
0.805 0.924 -0.069 0.055 0.069 0.272 -0.024 0.004 0.005 0.001 -0.001
0.836 0.956 -0.082 -0.028 0.056 0.247 -0.015 0.003 0.002 -0.004 0.000
0.867 0.954 -0.096 -0.090 0.046 0.230 -0.008 0.001 0.010 -0.006 0.001
0.898 0.944 -0.105 -0.139 0.027 0.217 0.000 0.001 0.022 -0.005 0.001
0.929 0.925 -0.114 -0.194 0.016 0.212 0.010 0.000 0.042 -0.004 0.002
T able 5 Quantum Defect Matrix (j,?• of at R =1.0 a.u.
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ClS(T A*ii Ml2 //°Ml3 ^14 A122 A4 23 A*24 A*33 A*°4 A*44
-0.222 -0.447 -0.006 -0.050 0.005 -0.413 -0.004 0.000 0.484 -0.001 -0.058
-0.211 -0.454 -0.006 -0.130 0.007 -0.415 -0.012 0.000 0.479 0.000 -0.061
-0.201 0.010 0.049 -0.491 0.001 -0.411 -0.057 -0.001 0.001 0.010 -0.066
-0.190 0.426 0.106 -0.212 -0.012 -0.406 -0.027 -0.003 -0.432 0.009 -0.070
-0.179 0.434 0.121 -0.153 -0.016 -0.405 -0.023 -0.004 -0.448 0.009 -0.076
-0.168 0.421 0.148 -0.149 -0.022 -0.399 -0.028 -0.006 -0.441 0.012 -0.082
-0.158 0.390 0.203 -0.182 -0.027 -0.376 -0.048 -0.012 -0.421 0.017 -0.088
-0.147 0.237 0.313 -0.283 -0.024 -0.273 -0.142 -0.025 -0.329 0.031 -0.096
-0.136 -0.222 0.215 -0.268 0.024 -0.089 -0.409 -0.016 0.023 0.032 -0.111
-0.125 -0.252 0.076 -0.103 0.036 -0.016 -0.482 0.003 0.091 0.014 -0.126
-0.115 -0.169 0.041 -0.030 0.029 0.268 -0.441 0.006 -0.180 0.015 -0.141
-0.104 -0.111 0.013 -0.007 0.020 0.453 -0.279 0.002 -0.368 0.023 -0.158
-0.093 -0.084 -0.007 -0.006 0.013 0.507 -0.160 -0.004 -0.432 0.031 -0.179
-0.082 -0.076 0.018 -0.006 0.005 -0.082 0.481 -0.077 0.124 -0.065 -0.185
-0.071 -0.077 0.026 0.014 -0.007 -0.446 0.172 -0.029 0.441 -0.153 -0.187
-0.061 -0.087 0.032 0.012 -0.017 -0.466 0.130 -0.032 0.395 -0.206 -0.180
-0.050 -0.098 0.037 0.005 -0.024 -0.479 0.103 -0.035 0.317 -0.255 -0.157
-0.039 -0.111 0.041 -0.004 -0.028 -0.489 0.083 -0.038 0.224 -0.281 -0.128
-0.029 -0.124 0.045 -0.012 -0.030 -0.499 0.068 -0.038 0.137 -0.282 -0.105
-0.018 -0.136 0.048 -0.018 -0.030 -0.507 0.057 -0.038 0.070 -0.264 -0.093
-0.007 -0.146 0.051 -0.021 -0.028 -0.515 0.052 -0.038 0.024 -0.237 -0.089
0.004 -0.155 0.054 -0.021 -0.026 -0.523 0.049 -0.038 -0.002 -0.206 -0.085
0.015 -0.162 0.056 -0.020 -0.023 -0.529 0.050 -0.038 -0.015 -0.173 -0.079
0.025 -0.167 0.058 -0.018 -0.019 -0.535 0.053 -0.037 -0.018 -0.140 -0.069
0.036 -0.171 0.061 -0.016 -0.014 -0.541 0.058 -0.035 -0.016 -0.109 -0.055
0.047 -0.173 0.063 -0.013 -0.010 -0.545 0.064 -0.031 -0.013 -0.081 -0.041
0.058 -0.175 0.066 -0.011 -0.006 -0.549 0.071 -0.026 -0.010 -0.057 -0.028
0.068 -0.177 0.069 -0.010 -0.003 -0.553 0.079 -0.022 -0.008 -0.039 -0.017
0.079 -0.178 0.073 -0.010 -0.001 -0.556 0.086 -0.017 -0.008 -0.025 -0.009
0.090 -0.179 0.077 -0.010 0.001 -0.559 0.093 -0.013 -0.009 -0.015 -0.003
0.101 -0.181 0.081 -0.010 0.002 -0.562 0.099 -0.010 -0.010 -0.007 0.000
0.111 -0.182 0.086 -0.011 0.003 -0.565 0.104 -0.007 -0.011 -0.002 0.003
0.122 -0.184 0.091 -0.012 0.003 -0.569 0.108 -0.005 -0.013 0.001 0.004
0.133 -0.186 0.097 -0.014 0.004 -0.572 0.111 -0.004 -0.014 0.004 0.005
0.144 -0.188 0.102 -0.015 0.004 -0.576 0.114 -0.004 -0.015 0.005 0.005
0.155 -0.191 0.108 -0.017 0.004 -0.580 0.116 -0.004 -0.016 0.006 0.005
0.165 -0.194 0.114 -0.018 0.004 -0.584 0.117 -0.004 -0.017 0.006 0.005
0.176 -0.197 0.120 -0.020 0.004 -0.588 0.118 -0.005 -0.017 0.006 0.004
T able 6 Quantum 'Defect 'Matrix o f l S+ at R =3.0 ;a.u.
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tlsa (4 i /* 12 ^14 A*22 ^23 ^24 ^33 Vu /*44
-0.222 -0.404 0.256 -0.031 0.007 0.407 0.009 -0.013 0.486 -0.011 -0.327
-0.216 -0.335 0.346 -0.083 0.004 0.321 0.036 -0.025 0.485 -0.011 -0.349
-0.209 0.267 0.063 -0.325 -0.123 0.422 0.190 0.003 -0.310 0.067 -0.350
-0.203 0.429 -0.006 -0.134 -0.164 0.451 0.073 0.038 -0.469 0.035 -0.355
-0.196 -0.270 0.349 -0.046 0.008 0.248 0.020 -0.088 0.506 -0.038 -0.403
-0.189 0.131 0.077 0.023 0.093 0.392 -0.020 -0.104 0.491 -0.148 -0.399
-0.183 0.296 0.002 0.014 0.020 0.407 -0.031 -0.056 0.337 -0.380 -0.279
-0.176 0.301 -0.014 -0.011 -0.003 0.399 -0.023 -0.005 -0.249 -0.409 0.291
-0.170 0.287 -0.023 -0.019 0.005 0.384 -0.010 0.004 -0.395 -0.253 0.426
-0.163 0.268 -0.031 -0.022 0.011 0.366 -0.004 0.006 -0.421 -0.196 0.443
-0.157 0.246 -0.040 -0.024 0.015 0.345 -0.002 0.008 -0.426 -0.174 0.440
-0.150 0.223 -0.050 -0.027 0.020 0.323 0.000 0.009 -0.425 -0.167 0.433
-0.144 0.198 -0.061 -0.030 0.023 0.297 0.001 0.010 -0.421 -0.169 0.424
-0.137 0.174 -0.074 -0.033 0.027 0.269 0.002 0.012 -0.414 -0.178 0.414
-0.130 0.149 -0.086 -0.038 0.030 0.239 0.003 0.014 -0.404 -0.193 0.402
-0.124 0.126 -0.100 -0.043 0.032 0.207 0.004 0.016 -0.391 -0.215 0.388
-0.117 0.103 -0.113 -0.049 0.033 0.174 0.005 0.019 -0.371 -0.243 0.370
-0.111 0.082 -0.125 -0.057 0.032 0.141 0.006 0.021 -0.342 -0.278 0.344
-0.104 0.061 -0.136 -0.065 0.028 0.109 0.008 0.024 -0.301 -0.318 0.307
-0.098 0.042 -0.146 -0.073 0.020 0.079 0.009 0.027 -0.243 -0.360 0.256
-0.091 0.024 -0.155 -0.079 0.008 0.051 0.010 0.031 -0.169 -0.396 0.190
-0.085 0.007 -0.162 -0.081 -0.006 0.027 0.010 0.034 -0.082 -0.418 0.114
-0.078 -0.009 -0.168 -0.078 -0.022 0.005 0.008 0.037 0.008 -0.421 0.036
-0.071 -0.022 -0.173 -0.070 -0.035 -0.014 0.006 0.040 0.089 -0.406 -0.032
-0.065 -0.034 -0.178 -0.058 -0.044 -0.029 0.002 0.041 0.155 -0.377 -0.084
-0.058 -0.042 -0.183 -0.044 -0.049 -0.042 -0.003 0.041 0.205 -0.341 -0.119
-0.052 -0.049 -0.188 -0.029 -0.051 -0.052 -0.009 0.041 0.241 -0.302 -0.139
-0.045 -0.053 -0.193 -0.012 -0.049 -0.060 -0.016 0.038 0.265 -0.262 -0.147
-0.039 -0.056 -0.198 0.004 -0.044 -0.066 -0.025 0.036 0.281 -0.222 -0.145
-0.032 -0.058 -0.203 0.019 -0.037 -0.070 -0.033 0.032 0.290 -0.184 -0.135
-0.025 -0.058 -0.208 0.034 -0.030 -0.072 -0.042 0.028 0.294 -0.150 -0.121
-0.019 -0.059 -0.213 0.046 -0.023 -0.073 -0.050 0.024 0.293 -0.120 -0.105
-0.012 -0.059 -0.218 0.057 -0.016 -0.074 -0.058 0.021 0.289 -0.094 -0.089
-0.006 -0.059 -0.222 0.066 -0.010 -0.073 -0.065 0.018 0.283 -0.073 -0.074
0.001 -0.060 -0.226 0.074 -0.005 -0.073 -0.071 0.015 0.275 -0.056 -0.061
0.007 -0.060 -0.230 0.080 -0.002 -0.072 -0.076 0.014 0.267 -0.042 -0.050
0.014 -0.061 -0.234 0.086 0.000 -0.071 -0.080 0.012 0.258 -0.032 -0.041
0.020 -0.062 -0.237 0.090 0.002 -0.070 -0.084 0.011 0.250 -0.024 -0.034
T able 7 Quantum Defect Matrix of *2+ at R =6.0 a.u.
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el Sff u° /* 12 /* 13 ^14 ^22 ^23 ^33 A*34 A*44
-0.222 -0.495 0.062 -0.020 0.002 0.452 0.001 0.000 0.486 -0.005 -0.398
-0.216 0.480 -0.003 -0.032 -0.017 0.446 0.006 0.001 -0.506 0.001 -0.419
-0.210 0.460 -0.005 -0.011 -0.021 0.435 0.004 0.002 -0.502 0.001 -0.439
-0.204 0.439 -0.006 -0.008 -0.025 0.423 0.003 0.003 -0.496 0.001 -0.457
-0.198 0.417 -0.007 -0.007 -0.030 0.410 0.003 0.004 -0.491 0.002 -0.474
-0.192 0.395 -0.009 -0.006 -0.035 0.395 0.003 0.006 -0.486 0.002 -0.489
-0.186 0.372 -0.012 -0.006 -0.040 0.379 0.003 0.009 -0.481 0.002 -0.502
-0.179 0.349 -0.016 -0.006 -0.047 0.361 0.003 0.013 -0.477 0.003 -0.512
-0.173 0.327 -0.021 -0.006 -0.056 0.342 0.004 0.019 -0.473 0.003 -0.520
-0.167 0.305 -0.028 -0.007 -0.071 0.320 0.004 0.031 -0.470 0.004 -0.525
-0.161 0.285 -0.037 -0.008 -0.108 0.297 0.005 0.060 -0.466 0.005 -0.517
-0.155 0.184 0.011 -0.007 -0.307 0.227 0.003 0.217 -0.464 0.011 -0.318
-0.149 0.059 0.067 0.005 -0.050 0.152 -0.006 0.042 -0.460 -0.035 0.430
-0.143 0.127 -0.007 -0.003 -0.008 0.158 -0.001 0.017 -0.457 -0.050 0.441
-0.137 0.119 -0.030 -0.006 0.000 0.124 0.001 0.014 -0.454 -0.061 0.442
-0.130 0.100 -0.046 -0.009 0.005 0.083 0.002 0.014 -0.451 -0.074 0.442
-0.124 0.078 -0.060 -0.012 0.008 0.037 0.003 0.015 -0.448 -0.092 0.443
-0.118 0.056 -0.073 -0.015 0.010 -0.009 0.003 0.017 -0.443 -0.116 0.442
-0.112 0.035 -0.084 -0.019 0.010 -0.053 0.003 0.020 -0.434 -0.150 0.438
-0.106 0.016 -0.095 -0.023 0.008 -0.095 0.003 0.024 -0.415 -0.199 0.426
-0.100 0.000 -0.104 -0.027 0.001 -0.133 0.000 0.028 -0.373 -0.274 0.391
-0.094 -0.013 -0.114 -0.024 -0.015 -0.166 -0.006 0.032 -0.267 -0.385 0.294
-0.088 -0.019 -0.124 0.001 -0.034 -0.195 -0.020 0.027 0.002 -0.478 0.037
-0.082 -0.014 -0.133 0.053 -0.019 -0.222 -0.030 0.006 0.340 -0.353 -0.286
-0.075 -0.004 -0.140 0.088 0.033 -0.246 -0.027 -0.016 0.469 -0.142 -0.384
-0.069 0.004 -0.142 0.104 0.094 -0.268 -0.020 -0.030 0.481 -0.007 -0.340
-0.063 0.005 -0.141 0.112 0.146 -0.288 -0.014 -0.035 0.463 0.061 -0.243
-0.057 0.000 -0.140 0.121 0.176 -0.304 -0.011 -0.033 0.440 0.089 -0.148
-0.051 -0.003 -0.140 0.134 0.185 -0.316 -0.013 -0.028 0.417 0.099 -0.081
-0.045 -0.008 -0.149 0.148 0.190 -0.333 -0.020 -0.015 0.394 0.103 -0.050
-0.039 -0.006 -0.155 0.162 0.181 -0.336 -0.030 -0.015 0.371 0.104 -0.027
-0.033 -0.007 -0.165 0.173 0.172 -0.340 -0.043 -0.015 0.349 0.104 -0.018
-0.026 -0.008 -0.178 0.181 0.160 -0.341 -0.059 -0.016 0.327 0.103 -0.015
-0.020 -0.011 -0.193 0.186 0.148 -0.338 -0.077 -0.017 0.306 0.100 -0.015
-0.014 -0.016 -0.208 0.187 0.136 -0.333 -0.094 -0.019 0.286 0.096 -0.015
-0.008 -0.022 -0.223 0.187 0.124 -0.326 -0.109 -0.020 0.267 0.090 -0.017
-0.002 -0.027 -0.237 0.184 0.112 -0.319 -0.122 -0.020 0.248 0.084 -0.018
0.004 -0.033 -0.250 0.181 0.102 -0.311 -0.132 -0.019 0.230 0.078 -0.019
T able 8 Quantum .Defect 'Matrix /*& o f l E+ at R =9.0 ;a.u.
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p o s it io n s
R present ref. 68 ref. 65 ref. 69 ref. 66 ref. 70
1.0 0.23726 0.24343 0.2401 0.27408 0.2485
1.2 0.04158 0.04827 0.0473 0.07087 0.05343 0.0512
1.4 -0.10799 -0.10162 -0.0990 -0.09158 -0.0994
1.6 -0.22886 -0.22083 -0.2169 -0.20489 -0.21753 -0.2194
1.8 -0.32768 -0.31752 -0.30165 -0.3174
2.0 -0.40912 -0.39688 -0.3900 -0.52924 -0.40163 -0.3985
2.2 -0.47731 -0.47594 -0.4660
2.5 -0.55432 -0.54035 -0.5320 -0.62105 -0.5486
2.6 -0.57388 -0.5717
w id th s
R present ref. 65 ref. 66 ref. 70
1.0 2.29(-2) 2.68(-2) 1.50(-2)
1.2 2.41(-2) 3.18(-2) 1.9(-2) 2.07(-2)
1.4 2.51(-2) 3.57(-2) 1.8(-2) 2.76(-2)
1.6 2.59(-2) 3.81(-2) 3.52(-2)
1.8 2.65(-2) 4.3(-4) 4.31(-2)
2.0 2.88(-2) 3.61(-2) 5.9(-2) 5.09(-2)
2.2 3.35(-2) 6.7(-2) 5.85(-2)
2.4 5.52(-2) 6.52(-2)
2.5 4.59(-2) 1.61(-2) 6.76(-2)
2.6 5.25(-2) 6.98(-2)
T ab le  9 Positions and widths of the lowest *11* resonance. Each number
parentheses indicates the power of 10 to be multiplied by the preceding entry.
p o s i t i o n s
R present ref. 68 ref. 70
1.0 0.33525 0.18121 0.3711
1.2 0.18135 0.18121 0.1796
1.4 0.03598 0.03595 0.0359
1.6 -0.07642 -0.07606 -0.0762
1.8 -0.16587 -0.16516 -0.1654
2.0 -0.23808 -0.23690 -0.2372
2.2 -0.29649 -0.2954
2.4 -0.34448 -0.3428
2.5 -0.36490 -0.36290 -0.3631
2.6 -0.38336 -0.3815
3.0 -0.44060 -0.43952 -0.4393
4.0 -0.51267 -0.51676 -0.5136
4.5 -0.52853 -0.5302
w id th s














T ab le  10 Positions and widths of the second lowest *13+ resonance. Each 
number in parentheses indicates the power of 10 to be multiplied by preceding 
entry.
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V.2 3£+ States 
V.2.1 Bound States
Three bound states of 3£ +  symmetry of H 2 have been calculated.53’54 Table 
11,12 shows the calculated positions of 3£ +  levels of H 2 - The lowest energy 
levels of 3E+ state, namely a (13£ + ) , is compared with the most accurate 
theoretical values obtained by Kolos and Wolniewicz53 up to R =10 a.u. The 
next two higher lying states are compared with the values of Wakefield and 
Davidson54 up to R = 6 a.u., which is the only other calculation available for 
comparison. Wakefield et al. also calculated the lowest states of a ( l3S 4'), but 
their values for this lowest energy level are higher than, and presumably inferior 
to, those of Ref.53 (Kolos et al.) and to those of the present study at small R. In 
all probability, this also implies that the other two states obtained by Wakefield 
and Davidson may also be poor. The present values for the lowest state are very 
close to those obtained by Kolos and Wolniewicz, while the values of Wakefield 
and Davidson for all three states are generally higher than the present work. 
Especially the values of Wakefield and Davidson are not available for larger 
internuclear distances (R  >  6 a.u.). Their values for 23£ +  and 33£ +  states 
deteriorate significantly at larger internuclear distances. The present study 
provides potential curves for larger internuclear distances and for states higher 
than 33S+  for the first time. At small internuclear distances there are strong 
correlations between pairs of potential curves, namely between 23E4' and 33S+ , 
between ^ E 4- and 53E+, and between 63S+ and 73S 4'. From Fig. 12 potential 
curves, 23S ^ , 53E4_, and ”3S+ are perturbed by doubly excited states. But the 
perturbation is less severe than for *£+ states, since the triplet wavefunction 
must vanish at 7’i =  7*2 .
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The energy levels are presented in Fig. 12. Solid lines indicate present work 
for bound states, dotted lines indicate the work by Wakefield and Davidson, and 
the energy levels of Kolos and Wolniewicz are presented by a dashed line. The 
(23E + ) state has a strong interaction with the (33X)+) state near the equilibrium  
internuclear distance (R =  2 a.u.). The 23E+ state has a shallow and wide outer 
well. The eigenquantum defects for 3S +  symmetry are presented in Figs. 
13,14. Also the 3E+ eigenquantum defect matrix is presented for selected 
R and e u a in tables 13-16.
V.2.2 3S+  autoionizing Resonances
For this symmetry only one resonance state is calculated since its widths are 
so narrow. The width of the lowest 3£ ^  resonance (2p<r3p<r) is of the order of 
10-4 a.u., which is the narrowest among S  symmetries. No reference is available 
for comparison with these widths of 3Hj~. Guberman68 calculated positions of 
the doubly excited states of this symmetry, but he does not tabulate the widths. 
The position of the 3E+ resonant states shown in table 17 are also in generally 
good agreement with his calculation. At small internuclear distances (R  <  
2 a.u.) the present values are slightly lower than Guberman’s values, but at 
larger R  the present values are somewhat higher. Also this resonance state is 
presented in Fig. 12. as a thick line, together with the bound energy levels and 
the target states. The 2pcr3pcr (3E^) resonance state crosses 1s<t(.//^" ) at, R =  
4.24 a.u. Aligned with this resonance state, the potential curve 23E 4' is bent 
and has a broad outer well.
F ig . 12 Calculated J/2 Born-Oppenheimer potential curves for 3 2+  symmetry. 
Present bound energy levels are shown as solid lines, and position of resonances 
as a thick solid line. Bound energy levels of Wakefield and Davidson54 are 
shown as dotted lines, and the bound state of Kolos and Wolniewicz53 is shown 
as a fine dashed line. The ls<r and 2per potential curves of are shown as 
dashed lines.
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F ig . 13 Eigenquantum defects, ii°a , are shown versus energy relative to lscr{H% ) 
for 3E+ symmetry at R =  1,2,3,4,5,6 a.u.
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F ig . 14 Eigenquantum defects, , are shown versus energy relative to ls<r( H£ )  
for 3E^ symmetry at R =  7,8,9,10,12,14 a.u.
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F ig . 15 Fixed nuclei quantum defect is shown versus energy relative to 
1 for 3£ +  symmetry at R =  1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The hori­
zontal axis gives the energy relative to I sa  (HJ~). The vertical scale is the fixed 
nuclei quantum defect tp summed over p, after “eliminating”the closed channels 
associated with 2p<r(i?2^), in the usual sense of M QDT.
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F ig . 16  Energy derivative of the fixed nuclei quantum defect r  for 3E+ sym m e­
try, at R =  1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The horizontal axis gives the energy 
relative to I s a  (H j"). The vertical axis denotes the energy derivative of the 
fixed nuclei quantum defect tp summed over p.
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R 13S +  13S +  13E+ 23E+ 23E+ 3s E+ 33S+
present r e f .  54 r e f  .53 present re f .  54 present re f .  54
1.00 -0.60383 -0.60332 -0.60391 -0.51441 -0.51410 -0.50780 -0.50752
1.40 -0.71280 -0.71294 -0.71364 -0.63027 -0.62995 -0.62639 -0.62611
1.50 -0.72401 -0.72340 -0.72408 -0.64208 -0.64176 -0.63886 -0.63857
1.60 -0.73082 -0.73022 -0.73089 -0.65019 -0.64985 -0.64760 -0.64731
1.80 -0.73674 -0.73622 -0.73682 -0.65859 -0.65824 -0.65719 -0.65690
2.00 -0.73602 -0.73588 -0.73610 -0.66045 -0.66004 -0.65958 -0.65930
2.20 -0.73139 -0.73093 -0.73148 -0.65894 -0.65847 -0.65715 -0.65690
2.40 -0.72452 -0.72418 -0.72461 -0.65522 -0.65462 -0.65212 -0.65188
2.50 -0.72058 -0.72025 -0.72069 -0.65283 -0.65215 -0.64903 -0.64876
2.60 -0.71644 -0.71610 -0.71655 -0.65022 -0.64944 -0.64568 -0.64541
2.80 -0.70782 -0.70741 -0.70796 -0.64464 -0.64358 -0.63854 -0.63820
3.00 -0.69911 -0.69855 -0.69926 -0.63891 -0.63851 -0.63113 -0.63067
3.20 -0.69055 -0.63337 -0.62373
3.40 -0.68239 -0.68251 -0.62832 -0.62775 -0.61657 -0.61572
3.50 -0.67850 -0.67875 -0.62604 -0.61312
3.60 -0.67472 -0.62388 -0.60975
3.80 -0.66761 -0.66783 -0.62010 -0.61926 -0.60335 -0.60183
4.00 -0.66115 -0.66156 -0.61707 -0.59746
4.50 -0.64778 -0.64843 -0.61255 -0.58499
5.00 -0.63831 -0.63909 -0.63931 -0.61141 -0.61008 -0.57598 -0.57244
5.50 -0.63224 -0.63357 -0.61219 -0.57038
6.00 -0.62861 -0.62973 -0.63023 -0.61387 -0.61215 -0.56729 -0.56061
6.50 -0.62649 -0.62837 -0.61581 -0.56527
7.00 -0.62531 -0.62733 -0.61776 -0.56361
7.50 -0.62456 -0.62673 -0.61928 -0.56205
8.00 -0.62418 -0.62635 -0.62087 -0.56068
8.50 -0.62384 -0.62182 -0.55940
9.00 -0.62380 -0.62595 -0.62221 -0.55828
9.50 -0.62355 -0.62236 -0.55725
10.00 -0.62332 -0.62575 -0.62250 -0.55635
11.00 -0.62283 -0.62080 -0.55477
12.00 -0.62270 -0.62065 -0.55351
13.00 -0.62264 -0.62052 -0.55224
14.00 -0.62261 -0.62041 -0.55133
T ab le  11 Energy levels of the l 3Ej , 2 3E+ and 3 3E+ States, com pared with
Wakefield and Davidson,54 Kolos and Wolniewicz53
E 43S+ 53S+ 63E+ 73£ +
1.0 -0.48589 -0.48326 -0.47321 -0.47191
1.4 -0.60313 -0.60165 -0.59093 -0.59020
1.5 -0.61525 -0.61404 -0.60316 -0.60257
1.6 -0.62366 -0.62272 -0.61167 -0.61122
1.8 -0.63260 -0.63215 -0.62080 -0.62060
2.0 -0.63487 -0.63445 -0.62315 -0.62291
2.2 -0.63326 -0.63235 -0.62145 -0.62095
2.4 -0.62923 -0.62773 -0.61731 -0.61650
2.5 -0.62666 -0.62485 -0.61465 -0.61369
2.6 -0.62384 -0.62156 -0.61175 -0.61062
2.8 -0.61774 -0.61494 -0.60547 -0.60399
3.0 -0.61141 -0.60788 -0.59891 -0.59706
3.2 -0.60510 -0.60079 -0.59233 -0.59009
3.4 -0.59940 -0.59392 -0.58598 -0.58333
3.5 -0.59618 -0.59061 -0.58293 -0.58006
3.6 -0.59337 -0.58736 -0.57994 -0.57686
3.8 -0.58810 -0.58118 -0.57427 -0.57075
4.0 -0.58329 -0.57548 -0.56904 -0.56512
4.5 -0.57304 -0.56336 -0.55775 -0.55312
5.0 -0.56508 -0.55523 -0.54894 -0.54692
5.5 -0.55903 -0.55267 -0.54383 -0.54218
6.0 -0.55456 -0.55114 -0.53991 -0.53728
6.5 -0.55134 -0.54935 -0.53741 -0.53378
7.0 -0.54933 -0.54775 -0.53601 -0.53169
7.5 -0.54816 -0.54632 -0.53497 -0.53124
8.0 -0.54754 -0.54519 -0.53416 -0.53176
8.5 -0.54712 -0.54427 -0.53341 -0.53224
9.0 -0.54685 -0.54355 -0.53280 -0.53258
9.5 -0.54663 -0.54293 -0.53280 -0.53224
10.0 -0.54644 -0.54240 -0.53292 -0.53177
11.0 -0.54615 -0.54150 -0.53292 -0.53094
12.0 -0.54545 -0.54061 -0.53275 -0.53026
13.0 -0.54501 -0.53983 -0.53241 -0.52963
14.0 -0.54439 -0.53910 -0.53198 -0.52900
T able 12 Energy levels of 43E+, 53E  ̂ . 63E+, and 73E+ States
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C130 Vn V n ^13 /* 14 N
oes3. ^23 ^24 ^33 ^34 ^44
-0.222 0.351 0.002 -0.039 0.000 -0.473 -0.002 0.000 0.451 0.000 0.008
-0.191 0.270 0.002 -0.039 0.000 -0.465 -0.003 0.000 0.461 0.000 0.010
-0.160 0.216 0.001 -0.033 0.000 -0.457 -0.003 0.000 0.453 0.000 0.013
-0.129 0.186 0.000 -0.017 0.000 -0.450 -0.003 0.000 0.413 0.000 0.018
-0.098 0.180 0.000 0.006 0.000 -0.443 -0.003 0.000 0.325 0.000 0.027
-0.067 0.195 -0.001 0.024 -0.001 -0.436 -0.002 0.000 0.205 0.000 0.046
-0.036 0.219 -0.003 0.027 -0.003 -0.430 -0.001 0.000 0.106 0.001 0.114
-0.004 0.238 0.002 0.020 0.014 0.576 0.001 0.001 0.051 -0.001 -0.270
0.027 0.249 0.003 0.011 0.005 0.581 0.001 0.000 0.025 0.000 -0.082
0.058 0.249 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.586 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.000 -0.051
0.089 0.241 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.590 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 -0.040
0.120 0.228 0.005 0.000 0.003 0.594 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 -0.034
0.151 0.213 0.006 0.000 0.004 0.597 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.001 -0.031
0.182 0.196 0.007 0.001 0.004 0.600 0.001 0.001 0.012 0.001 -0.029
0.214 0.179 0.008 0.002 0.004 0.602 0.001 0.001 0.012 0.001 -0.029
0.245 0.162 0.008 0.002 0.004 0.604 0.002 0.002 0.012 0.002 -0.029
0.276 0.148 0.008 0.002 0.004 0.606 0.004 0.005 0.011 0.002 -0.029
0.307 0.138 0.004 0.000 0.002 0.609 0.006 0.010 0.010 0.003 -0.029
0.338 0.134 -0.004 -0.003 -0.003 0.612 0.008 0.018 0.009 0.005 -0.028
0.369 0.139 -0.016 -0.005 -0.010 0.614 0.009 0.030 0.008 0.005 -0.025
0.400 0.144 -0.024 -0.005 -0.018 0.613 0.007 0.041 0.006 0.005 -0.023
0.431 0.143 -0.027 -0.003 -0.022 0.610 0.003 0.048 0.005 0.004 -0.022
0.462 0.138 -0.024 -0.002 -0.022 0.603 0.001 0.054 0.004 0.002 -0.023
0.494 0.131 -0.020 -0.001 -0.021 0.595 -0.001 0.059 0.004 0.000 -0.025
0.525 0.125 -0.016 -0.001 -0.018 0.585 -0.001 0.065 0.003 -0.001 -0.027
0.556 0.120 -0.013 -0.001 -0.015 0.573 -0.001 0.070 0.003 -0.002 -0.028
0.587 0.116 -0.011 -0.001 -0.012 0.560 0.000 0.073 0.003 -0.003 -0.027
0.618 0.113 -0.010 -0.001 -0.009 0.546 0.001 0.073 0.003 -0.004 -0.024
0.649 0.110 -0.009 -0.001 -0.006 0.534 0.001 0.069 0.003 -0.004 -0.021
0.680 0.108 -0.008 -0.001 -0.003 0.524 0.002 0.061 0.003 -0.004 -0.016
0.711 0.106 -0.007 -0.001 -0.002 0.515 0.002 0.052 0.003 -0.003 -0.012
0.743 0.104 -0.005 -0.001 -0.001 0.507 0.001 0.042 0.002 -0.003 -0.008
0.774 0.102 -0.003 -0.001 0.000 0.498 0.001 0.033 0.002 -0.002 -0.004
0.805 0.100 -0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.489 0.000 0.025 0.002 -0.002 -0.002
0.836 0.098 0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.479 -0.001 0.018 0.002 -0.001 0.000
0.867 0.096 0.003 -0.001 0.000 0.469 -0.001 0.013 0.002 -0.001 0.001
0.898 0.094 0.004 -0.001 0.000 0.457 -0.002 0.010 0.002 -0.001 0.002
0.929 0.092 0.005 -0.001 0.000 0.445 -0.002 0.007 0.002 -0.001 0.003
T able 13 Quantuml Defect Matrix ofi lj 3E+ at R =1.0 a.u.
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l̂a<7 P12 ^13 Ml4 ^22 A*23 /* 24 ^33 ^34 ^44
-0.222 -0.456 -0.006 -0.063 0.005 -0.413 -0.004 0.000 0.483 -0.001 -0.058
-0.209 -0.308 0.009 -0.383 0.006 -0.414 -0.035 0.000 0.314 0.004 -0.062
-0.196 0.443 0.081 -0.149 -0.010 -0.410 -0.015 -0.002 -0.464 0.006 -0.067
-0.183 0.426 0.082 -0.089 -0.014 -0.413 -0.009 -0.002 -0.469 0.006 -0.073
-0.170 0.396 0.086 -0.074 -0.018 -0.416 -0.009 -0.003 -0.462 0.008 -0.080
-0.158 0.363 0.094 -0.071 -0.024 -0.417 -0.010 -0.005 -0.454 0.010 -0.088
-0.145 0.329 0.105 -0.073 -0.031 -0.417 -0.012 -0.008 -0.447 0.014 -0.098
-0.132 0.292 0.121 -0.077 -0.041 -0.415 -0.017 -0.013 -0.441 0.021 -0.108
-0.119 0.249 0.139 -0.084 -0.053 -0.409 -0.024 -0.023 -0.437 0.030 -0.118
-0.106 0.199 0.158 -0.090 -0.068 -0.396 -0.034 -0.039 -0.433 0.045 -0.127
-0.093 0.139 0.170 -0.089 -0.082 -0.378 -0.047 -0.063 -0.433 0.066 -0.133
-0.080 0.073 0.171 -0.081 -0.091 -0.350 -0.063 -0.101 -0.437 0.096 -0.132
-0.067 -0.035 0.018 -0.015 -0.021 -0.471 -0.010 -0.015 -0.478 0.080 -0.207
-0.054 -0.026 0.096 -0.030 -0.071 -0.352 -0.063 -0.152 -0.483 0.150 -0.131
-0.041 -0.047 0.061 -0.008 -0.054 -0.359 -0.057 -0.169 -0.523 0.176 -0.134
-0.028 -0.058 0.034 0.006 -0.039 -0.374 -0.048 -0.175 -0.571 0.200 -0.140
-0.015 -0.064 0.016 0.015 -0.029 -0.392 -0.037 -0.175 -0.624 0.219 -0.140
-0.002 -0.068 0.004 0.021 -0.023 -0.410 -0.024 -0.169 -0.682 0.224 -0.123
0.010 -0.071 -0.005 0.028 -0.019 -0.427 -0.006 -0.158 -0.746 0.202 -0.083
0.024 -0.074 -0.010 0.034 -0.014 -0.445 0.018 -0.139 -0.811 0.133 -0.028
0.036 -0.077 -0.013 0.039 -0.007 -0.459 0.041 -0.111 -0.850 0.011 0.009
0.049 -0.080 -0.014 0.039 0.001 -0.468 0.053 -0.080 -0.843 -0.121 0.000
0.062 -0.082 -0.011 0.036 0.007 -0.473 0.052 -0.056 -0.808 -0.217 -0.039
0.075 -0.084 -0.008 0.031 0.010 -0.476 0.046 -0.042 -0.775 -0.271 -0.078
0.088 -0.086 -0.003 0.027 0.010 -0.479 0.039 -0.034 -0.756 -0.298 -0.104
0.101 -0.087 0.003 0.022 0.009 -0.482 0.032 -0.028 -0.751 -0.309 -0.117
0.114 -0.089 0.009 0.018 0.008 -0.485 0.027 -0.024 -0.755 -0.311 -0.120
0.127 -0.091 0.014 0.014 0.007 -0.488 0.023 -0.021 -0.766 -0.306 -0.115
0.140 -0.093 0.020 0.010 0.005 -0.492 0.020 -0.018 -0.781 -0.296 -0.106
0.153 -0.095 0.026 0.007 0.004 -0.496 0.017 -0.016 -0.795 -0.287 -0.096
0.166 -0.098 0.031 0.003 0.002 -0.500 0.014 -0.014 -0.825 -0.255 -0.077
0.179 -0.100 0.036 0.000 0.001 -0.504 0.013 -0.012 -0.842 -0.238 -0.064
0.192 -0.103 0.041 -0.004 0.000 -0.509 0.011 -0.011 -0.859 -0.216 -0.051
0.205 -0.106 0.045 -0.008 -0.001 -0.514 0.009 -0.010 -0.874 -0.194 -0.039
0.217 -0.109 0.049 -0.012 -0.001 -0.519 0.008 -0.009 -0.888 -0.171 -0.029
0.230 -0.112 0.052 -0.016 -0.002 -0.524 0.006 -0.008 -0.899 -0.150 -0.021
0.243 -0.115 0.055 -0.019 -0.002 -0.529 0.004 -0.008 -0.908 -0.130 -0.015
0.256 -0.117 0.058 -0.023 -0.002 -0.534 0.002 -0.007 -0.916 -0.112 -0.010
T able 14 Quantum Defect Matrix of 3£ *  at R =3.0 a.u.
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€1 so ^11 Ml2 A M?4 A A A A A A
-0.222 -0.405 0.268 -0.034 0.005 0.400 0.010 -0.012 0.486 -0.011 -0.327
-0.214 0.389 0.040 -0.286 -0.041 0.447 0.154 -0.004 -0.384 0.020 -0.353
-0.206 0.454 -0.013 -0.034 -0.067 0.462 0.016 0.005 -0.497 0.007 -0.377
-0.199 0.426 -0.016 -0.019 -0.084 0.450 0.009 0.010 -0.491 0.007 -0.401
-0.191 0.396 -0.020 -0.014 -0.101 0.436 0.006 0.017 -0.484 0.008 -0.422
-0.183 0.363 -0.024 -0.011 -0.119 0.420 0.004 0.027 -0.479 0.009 -0.439
-0.175 0.329 -0.028 -0.009 -0.136 0.402 0.003 0.041 -0.473 0.010 -0.452
-0.167 0.293 -0.033 -0.007 -0.151 0.381 0.001 0.057 -0.468 0.012 -0.460
-0.159 0.256 -0.038 -0.006 -0.165 0.356 0.000 0.075 -0.464 0.014 -0.464
-0.151 0.219 -0.045 -0.005 -0.176 0.328 -0.002 0.093 -0.460 0.016 -0.463
-0.143 0.180 -0.054 -0.003 -0.185 0.297 -0.004 0.111 -0.457 0.018 -0.457
-0.136 0.142 -0.065 -0.001 -0.192 0.263 -0.006 0.128 -0.456 0.021 -0.446
-0.128 0.105 -0.076 0.001 -0.197 0.228 -0.008 0.144 -0.455 0.024 -0.429
-0.120 0.069 -0.087 0.004 -0.200 0.191 -0.011 0.159 -0.455 0.027 -0.404
-0.112 0.034 -0.096 0.006 -0.200 0.154 -0.014 0.174 -0.457 0.030 -0.369
-0.104 0.005 -0.106 0.012 -0.193 0.122 -0.022 0.184 -0.459 0.031 -0.323
-0.096 -0.019 -0.114 0.017 -0.179 0.092 -0.029 0.190 -0.463 0.030 -0.260
-0.088 -0.035 -0.124 0.021 -0.152 0.068 -0.038 0.185 -0.468 0.022 -0.178
-0.080 -0.040 -0.140 0.020 -0.112 0.054 -0.045 0.168 -0.473 0.004 -0.083
-0.072 -0.039 -0.159 0.013 -0.068 0.049 -0.047 0.141 -0.474 -0.029 0.003
-0.065 -0.038 -0.178 -0.002 -0.035 0.051 -0.044 0.114 -0.468 -0.070 0.057
-0.057 -0.041 -0.194 -0.019 -0.015 0.056 -0.035 0.094 -0.456 -0.110 0.078
-0.049 -0.049 -0.205 -0.037 -0.007 0.064 -0.022 0.080 -0.438 -0.142 0.075
-0.041 -0.058 -0.213 -0.052 -0.006 0.072 -0.008 0.072 -0.420 -0.163 0.061
-0.033 -0.070 -0.218 -0.065 -0.009 0.080 0.006 0.067 -0.405 -0.174 0.043
-0.025 -0.081 -0.221 -0.075 -0.013 0.087 0.019 0.065 -0.393 -0.178 0.026
-0.017 -0.092 -0.222 -0.083 -0.017 0.093 0.030 0.063 -0.386 -0.176 0.012
-0.009 -0.102 -0.223 -0.089 -0.020 0.098 0.041 0.061 -0.383 -0.171 0.002
-0.002 -0.112 -0.222 -0.095 -0.023 0.101 0.049 0.060 -0.382 -0.164 -0.005
0.006 -0.121 -0.221 -0.100 -0.025 0.104 0.057 0.058 -0.384 -0.157 -0.009
0.014 -0.130 -0.220 -0.105 -0.026 0.105 0.063 0.056 -0.388 -0.149 -0.011
0.022 -0.138 -0.218 -0.109 -0.027 0.106 0.069 0.053 -0.392 -0.141 -0.011
0.030 -0.146 -0.216 -0.114 -0.027 0.105 0.075 0.051 -0.397 -0.132 -0.009
0.038 -0.155 -0.214 -0.120 -0.027 0.104 0.080 0.048 -0.402 -0.124 -0.007
0.046 -0.163 -0.211 -0.125 -0.026 0.102 0.085 0.046 -0.406 -0.116 -0.005
0.054 -0.173 -0.207 -0.131 -0.026 0.100 0.090 0.043 -0.409 -0.107 -0.002
0.061 -0.182 -0.202 -0.137 -0.025 0.099 0.095 0.041 -0.412 -0.099 0.001
0.069 -0.202 -0.220 -0.139 -0.024 0.064 0.110 0.041 -0.414 -0.091 0.003
T able 15 Quantum Defect Matrix /u? of 3£ *  at R =6.0 a.u.
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Clsa t*°u ^ 1 2 /* 1 3 ^ 1 4 ^ 2 2 ^ 2 3 ^ 2 4 ^ 3 3 A*34 /* 4 4
-0.222 -0.495 0.059 -0.019 0.002 0.453 0.001 0.000 0.486 -0.005 -0.398
-0.215 0.476 -0.004 -0.019 -0.016 0.444 0.004 0.001 -0.506 0.001 -0.423
-0.208 0.451 -0.005 -0.008 -0.020 0.430 0.003 0.002 -0.500 0.001 -0.446
-0.200 0.424 -0.006 -0.006 -0.025 0.415 0.003 0.002 -0.493 0.001 -0.468
-0.193 0.397 -0.008 -0.005 -0.029 0.398 0.003 0.004 -0.487 0.002 -0.486
-0.185 0.368 -0.011 -0.005 -0.033 0.378 0.003 0.005 -0.481 0.002 -0.503
-0.178 0.339 -0.014 -0.005 -0.036 0.356 0.003 0.007 -0.476 0.003 -0.516
-0.171 0.308 -0.019 -0.005 -0.039 0.331 0.003 0.009 -0.472 0.003 -0.527
-0.163 0.277 -0.025 -0.005 -0.042 0.302 0.003 0.011 -0.468 0.004 -0.535
-0.156 0.244 -0.033 -0.005 -0.045 0.268 0.004 0.014 -0.464 0.004 -0.540
-0.149 0.211 -0.043 -0.006 -0.048 0.230 0.004 0.017 -0.461 0.005 -0.542
-0.141 0.177 -0.055 -0.006 -0.052 0.188 0.004 0.021 -0.459 0.006 -0.542
-0.134 0.142 -0.069 -0.007 -0.056 0.141 0.004 0.028 -0.458 0.008 -0.537
-0.127 0.107 -0.084 -0.007 -0.061 0.093 0.004 0.038 -0.458 0.009 -0.527
-0.119 0.073 -0.098 -0.008 -0.069 0.047 0.003 0.055 -0.459 0.010 -0.508
-0.112 0.040 -0.109 -0.007 -0.081 0.010 -0.002 0.094 -0.461 0.008 -0.458
-0.105 0.005 -0.095 -0.008 -0.071 -0.034 -0.023 0.206 -0.459 -0.027 -0.210
-0.097 0.003 -0.108 -0.033 0.028 -0.123 -0.031 0.168 -0.429 -0.153 0.231
-0.090 -0.014 -0.129 -0.052 0.045 -0.149 -0.031 0.128 -0.388 -0.237 0.269
-0.083 -0.033 -0.142 -0.071 0.045 -0.167 -0.038 0.118 -0.329 -0.305 0.226
-0.075 -0.051 -0.153 -0.088 0.036 -0.181 -0.046 0.116 -0.261 -0.351 0.154
-0.068 -0.068 -0.162 -0.101 0.023 -0.190 -0.053 0.116 -0.201 -0.370 0.082
-0.060 -0.085 -0.172 -0.109 0.008 -0.195 -0.057 0.118 -0.164 -0.367 0.023
-0.053 -0.101 -0.181 -0.114 -0.006 -0.196 -0.056 0.119 -0.152 -0.351 -0.018
-0.046 -0.117 -0.190 -0.116 -0.019 -0.195 -0.051 0.122 -0.160 -0.329 -0.044
-0.038 -0.133 -0.199 -0.117 -0.030 -0.191 -0.043 0.124 -0.180 -0.305 -0.061
-0.031 -0.148 -0.206 -0.119 -0.040 -0.185 -0.032 0.127 -0.206 -0.282 -0.070
-0.024 -0.163 -0.213 -0.122 -0.048 -0.178 -0.021 0.130 -0.234 -0.262 -0.072
-0.016 -0.178 -0.217 -0.128 -0.054 -0.170 -0.008 0.133 -0.261 -0.244 -0.071
-0.009 -0.196 -0.225 -0.132 -0.058 -0.173 0.011 0.137 -0.289 -0.229 -0.063
-0.002 -0.212 -0.223 -0.142 -0.060 -0.161 0.022 0.140 -0.311 -0.214 -0.054
0.006 -0.230 -0.222 -0.152 -0.061 -0.156 0.038 0.144 -0.332 -0.200 -0.040
0.013 -0.249 -0.218 -0.163 -0.059 -0.153 0.055 0.146 -0.351 -0.185 -0.024
0.020 -0.272 -0.211 -0.175 -0.055 -0.153 0.075 0.150 -0.366 -0.166 -0.004
0.028 -0.293 -0.204 -0.186 -0.048 -0.153 0.094 0.150 -0.378 -0.148 0.014
0.035 -0.317 -0.194 -0.196 -0.037 -0.156 0.114 0.149 -0.387 -0.125 0.034
0.042 -0.340 -0.183 -0.203 -0.024 -0.160 0.134 0.147 -0.390 -0.101 0.052
0.050 -0.362 -0.170 -0.208 -0.009 -0.166 0.153 0.142 -0.389 -0.075 0.067
T able 10 Quantumi Defect Matrix u% of* lj 3S+ at R=9.C1 a.u.
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p o s it io n s































T ab le  17 Positions and widths of the lowest 3S+  resonance. Each number in 




The calculated positions of levels of H 2 are shown in Tables 18 and 
19. The lowest three energy levels of the state, namely the ^ ( l 1!]^),
J5,(21S^'), J3,'(31E u ) states are compared with the theoretical values of Kolos 
et a/.53’55,56 in table 18. The three lowest states are also in good agreement 
with those of refs. 53 and 55 at smaller internuclear distance. The agreement 
deteriorates, however, at larger distances similarly to the states. The third 
lowest energy level of symmetry has a double minimum potential and shows 
strong interaction with the higher state 41E+ at R =  5.75 a.u. The higher lying 
states, 41 £ + , 61S^', and 71E„ are also obtained simultaneously by solving
a QDT m atrix equation (11.30) and are listed in table 19. These states have 
also shown double minimum potentials. Currently no reference is available 
to compare these energies of higher lying states. All seven states obtained 
are presented in Fig.17 together with autoionizing states. Solid lines indicate 
present bound potential curves, dotted lines indicate the energy levels of Kolos 
and Wolniewicz, thick solid lines indicate resonances, and the target states are 
presented as a dashed line. The effects of perturbation due to the doubly- 
excited resonances are evident in the > 4 1 , 61S^  potential curves. The
eigenquantum defects /i® for symmetry are presented in Figs. V.18,19. 
It shows the strong energy dependence at small R and at very large R, and 
a strong R-dependence. Also the quantum defect matrix for selected 
values of R and t \ S(y is presented in Tables 20-23.
V .3.2 Autoionizing Resonances
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For this symmetry two resonance states are calculated. The widths of the 
lowest resonance of are of the order of 10-2 a.u. Guberman68 calculated 
positions of the doubly excited states of this symmetry , but he does not provide 
the widths. The positions of the1Ŝ " resonant states shown in tables (V.24,25) 
are also in good overall agreement with previous calculations63’66-68. At small 
internuclear distances the present positions of the lowest resonances are slightly 
lower than other values, but they are slightly higher than Guberman’s values 
at larger R. The present positions of the second lowest resonance states are 
slightly lower than the values of Guberman and Takagi et al. The resonance 
states (2pcr2s<r) and (2pcr3scr) are also shown in Fig. 17. The first doubly- 
excited resonance state of *2+ symmetry crosses i  « • ( # + )  near R =  4.0 a.u., 
clearly perturbing the potential curves 2 — 71 . The figure shows clearly that
there are many ’avoided crossings’ of bound state potential curves due to the 
interaction between singly- and doubly- excited states. Especially is bent
and has a outer well because of the interaction with 2pa2scr.
F ig . 17 Calculated i f 2 Born-Oppenheimer potential curves for 1Ujj; symmetry. 
Present bound energy levels are shown as solid lines, and position of resonances 
as thick solid lines. Bound energy levels of Kolos and Wolniewicz53 are shown 
as dotted lines, The lscr and 2pa  potential curves of are shown as dashed 
lines.
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F ig . 18 Eigenquantum defects, , are shown versus energy relative to ls<r( t f + )
for symmetry at R =  1,2,3,4,5,6 a.u.
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F ig . 19 Eigenquantum defects, /tt®, are shown versus energy relative to lscr^ /f^) 
for symmetry at R =  7,8,9,10,12,14 a.u.
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F ig . 20  Fixed nuclei quantum defect is shown versus energy for *11+ symmetry 
at R =  1.0, 1 .4 ,1 .8 , 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The horizontal axis gives the energy relative 
to 1 scr {H^ )• The vertical scale is the fixed nuclei quantum defect t /} summed 
over p, after “eliminating”the closed channels associated with 2 pcr(H2 )i in the 
usual sense of MQDT.
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F ig . 21 Energy derivative o f the fixed nuclei quantum defect r  for *£+ sym­
metry, at R =  1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The horizontal axis gives the 
energy relative to 1 acr (H ^ ). The vertical axis denotes the squre root of energy 
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i 1‘S J 2 '£ + 2‘S + 3‘ S + 3‘ E+
R present ref. 53 present ref. 56 present ref. 56
1.00 -0.58073 -0.58130 -0.50833 -0.48345
1.20 -0.66057 -0.58627 -0.58662 -0.56097 -0.56104
1.40 -0.70481 -0.70574 -0.62820 -0.62866 -0.60237 -0.59858
1.60 -0.72958 -0.73074 -0.65024 -0.65083 -0.62380 -0.62396
1.80 -0.74322 -0.74465 -0.66080 -0.66153 -0.63365 -0.63385
2.00 -0.75034 -0.75205 -0.66457 -0.66544 -0.63663 -0.63687
2.20 -0.75359 -0.66427 -0.66529 -0.63548 -0.63576
2.40 -0.75452 -0.75665 -0.66158 -0.66273 -0.63188 -0.63219
2.60 -0.75371 -0.65753 -0.65882 -0.62689 -0.62723
2.80 -0.75183 -0.75471 -0.65283 -0.65423 -0.62120 -0.62155
3.00 -0.74988 -0.75250 -0.64793 -0.64945 -0.61525 -0.61559
3.25 -0.74613 -0.74899 -0.64201 -0.64370 -0.60793 -0.60832
3.50 -0.74193 -0.74487 -0.63680 -0.63860 -0.60116 -0.60150
3.75 -0.73732 -0.74032 -0.63251 -0.63444 -0.59510 -0.59541
4.00 -0.73237 -0.73547 -0.62931 -0.63131 -0.58985 -0.58965
4.25 -0.72730 -0.62711 -0.58527
4.50 -0.72211 -0.72522 -0.62575 -0.62782 -0.58122 -0.58121
4.75 -0.71685 -0.62499 -0.57756
5.00 -0.71159 -0.71480 -0.62460 -0.62662 -0.57425 -0.57408
5.25 -0.70638 -0.62441 -0.57126
5.50 -0.70129 -0.70459 -0.62432 -0.62633 -0.56863 -0.56846
5.75 -0.69631 -0.62428 -0.56643
6.00 -0.69146 -0.69484 -0.62424 -0.62626 -0.56799 -0.57093
6.25 -0.68675 -0.62419 -0.57119
6.50 -0.68219 -0.68569 -0.62414 -0.62620 -0.57429 -0.57669
6.75 -0.67781 -0.62407 -0.57722
7.00 -0.67361 -0.67721 -0.62400 -0.62610 -0.58000 -0.58286
8.00 -0.65859 -0.66231 -0.62365 -0.62587 -0.58931 -0.59268
9.00 -0.64644 -0.65005 -0.62333 -0.62565 -0.59559 -0.59969
10.00 -0.63719 -0.64038 -0.62309 -0.62548 -0.59883 -0.60395
11.00 -0.63095 -0.62302 -0.59917 -0.60554
12.00 -0.62716 -0.62891 -0.62418 -0.62525 -0.59708 -0.60464
13.00 -0.62525 -0.62087 -0.59350 -0.60188
14.00 -0.62430 -0.62119 -0.58957 -0.59821
T able  18 Energy levels of the l 1!!^ and 31E^ states, compared with





































T ab le  19 Energy levels of the



































41E + 51£ +^  U  5 ^  U , , and 7*E^ states
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el ser »11 /*12 ^13 M?4 ^22 ^23 ^24 ^33 M34 ^44
-0.222 0.317 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.385 -0.001 0.181 -0.241 0.000 -0.250
-0.191 0.308 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.254 -0.001 0.218 -0.296 0.001 -0.198
-0.160 0.299 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.141 -0.001 0.161 -0.363 0.001 -0.119
-0.129 0.289 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.064 -0.001 0.070 -0.437 0.001 -0.044
-0.098 0.279 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.034 0.000 0.000 -0.512 0.000 -0.003
-0.067 0.268 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.043 0.002 -0.038 -0.578 0.000 0.008
-0.036 0.256 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.063 0.003 -0.048 -0.631 -0.001 0.007
-0.004 0.244 0.000 -0.001 0.002 0.073 0.005 -0.043 -0.672 -0.001 0.004
0.027 0.232 0.000 -0.001 0.002 0.071 0.006 -0.032 -0.703 -0.001 0.002
0.058 0.218 0.000 -0.002 0.001 0.063 0.007 -0.022 -0.726 -0.001 0.001
0.089 0.204 0.000 -0.002 0.001 0.052 0.006 -0.014 -0.743 0.000 0.001
0.120 0.189 0.000 -0.003 0.001 0.042 0.006 -0.008 -0.756 0.000 0.000
0.151 0.172 0.000 -0.004 0.001 0.035 0.005 -0.004 -0.764 0.000 0.000
0.182 0.155 0.000 -0.004 0.001 0.030 0.004 -0.002 -0.769 0.000 0.000
0.214 0.136 0.000 -0.005 0.001 0.028 0.003 -0.001 -0.772 0.000 0.000
0.245 0.116 0.001 -0.006 0.000 0.027 0.002 0.000 -0.772 0.000 0.000
0.276 0.093 0.002 -0.007 0.000 0.028 0.001 0.000 -0.770 0.000 0.000
0.307 0.069 0.002 -0.009 0.000 0.029 -0.001 0.000 -0.765 0.000 0.000
0.338 0.042 0.004 -0.011 0.000 0.031 -0.002 0.000 -0.758 0.000 0.000
0.369 0.012 0.005 -0.015 -0.001 0.032 -0.003 0.000 -0.749 0.000 0.000
0.400 -0.021 0.008 -0.019 -0.001 0.033 -0.004 0.000 -0.737 0.000 0.000
0.431 -0.060 0.011 -0.025 -0.001 0.033 -0.003 0.000 -0.721 0.000 0.000
0.462 -0.106 0.015 -0.034 -0.002 0.032 -0.001 0.000 -0.702 0.000 0.000
0.494 -0.162 0.021 -0.045 -0.002 0.030 0.003 0.000 -0.678 0.000 0.000
0.525 -0.228 0.030 -0.060 -0.002 0.028 0.009 0.000 -0.649 0.000 0.000
0.556 -0.306 0.043 -0.079 -0.002 0.025 0.018 0.001 -0.614 0.000 0.000
0.587 -0.389 0.059 -0.101 -0.002 0.020 0.031 0.001 -0.569 0.000 0.000
0.618 -0.466 0.080 -0.123 -0.002 0.013 0.045 0.001 -0.514 0.000 0.000
0.649 -0.528 0.102 -0.144 -0.001 0.005 0.060 0.000 -0.448 0.000 0.000
0.680 -0.572 0.124 -0.162 0.000 -0.005 0.073 0.000 -0.373 0.000 0.000
0.711 -0.602 0.143 -0.175 0.001 -0.015 0.082 0.000 -0.297 0.000 0.000
0.743 -0.622 0.159 -0.182 0.001 -0.023 0.086 0.000 -0.230 0.000 0.000
0.774 -0.638 0.170 -0.182 0.001 -0.029 0.085 0.000 -0.178 0.000 0.000
0.805 -0.650 0.175 -0.178 0.001 -0.031 0.081 0.000 -0.139 -0.001 0.000
0.836 -0.659 0.175 -0.173 0.001 -0.030 0.075 0.000 -0.111 -0.001 0.000
0.867 -0.668 0.170 -0.166 0.001 -0.026 0.069 0.000 -0.091 -0.001 0.000
0.898 -0.675 0.162 -0.159 0.001 -0.020 0.062 0.000 -0.077 -0.001 0.000
0.929 -0.681 0.147 -0.152 0.001 -0.010 0.054 0.000 -0.065 -0.001 0.000
T able 20 Quantum Defect Matrix of *2+ at R =1.0 a.u.
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€ 13<T A*ii /* 1 2 A*13 ^ 1 4 ^ 2 2 ^ 2 3 A*24 A*33 ^ 3 4 ^ 4 4
-0.222 -0.075 0.015 0.000 0.013 0.455 0.000 0.022 0.292 -0.010 -0.391
-0.209 -0.090 0.020 0.001 0.019 0.432 0.001 0.038 0.300 -0.015 -0.426
-0.196 -0.103 0.028 0.001 0.033 0.402 0.002 0.068 0.308 -0.022 -0.447
-0.183 -0.097 0.034 0.005 0.098 0.345 0.006 0.160 0.318 -0.025 -0.377
-0.170 -0.182 0.015 0.002 0.038 0.322 0.000 0.015 0.329 0.008 0.447
-0.158 -0.188 0.044 0.000 -0.010 0.276 -0.001 0.004 0.340 0.011 0.462
-0.145 -0.203 0.066 -0.001 -0.034 0.214 -0.001 0.002 0.352 0.014 0.464
-0.132 -0.217 0.086 -0.003 -0.059 0.138 -0.001 0.004 0.364 0.017 0.470
-0.119 -0.227 0.105 -0.007 -0.095 0.051 -0.001 0.011 0.376 0.021 0.478
-0.106 -0.222 0.115 -0.015 -0.155 -0.024 0.002 0.032 0.389 0.024 0.478
-0.093 -0.170 0.105 -0.036 -0.261 -0.095 0.012 0.089 0.402 0.020 0.432
-0.080 0.026 0.002 -0.071 -0.381 -0.107 0.043 0.202 0.406 -0.023 0.207
-0.067 0.233 -0.175 -0.069 -0.298 -0.029 0.066 0.227 0.398 -0.103 -0.093
-0.054 0.259 -0.253 -0.045 -0.182 0.020 0.071 0.184 0.395 -0.144 -0.180
-0.041 0.234 -0.280 -0.027 -0.117 0.037 0.080 0.152 0.392 -0.165 -0.182
-0.028 0.204 -0.287 -0.012 -0.080 0.042 0.091 0.129 0.387 -0.180 -0.162
-0.015 0.176 -0.288 0.002 -0.058 0.044 0.107 0.110 0.375 -0.193 -0.135
-0.002 0.153 -0.284 0.016 -0.044 0.047 0.127 0.091 0.353 -0.207 -0.106
0.010 0.134 -0.277 0.031 -0.037 0.053 0.147 0.072 0.320 -0.217 -0.076
0.024 0.117 -0.269 0.044 -0.032 0.063 0.163 0.051 0.275 -0.222 -0.047
0.036 0.104 -0.261 0.053 -0.029 0.075 0.171 0.032 0.224 -0.218 -0.023
0.049 0.092 -0.253 0.058 -0.026 0.087 0.171 0.016 0.171 -0.205 -0.005
0.062 0.081 -0.247 0.057 -0.022 0.097 0.161 0.006 0.123 -0.186 0.006
0.075 0.072 -0.243 0.052 -0.017 0.102 0.145 0.000 0.085 -0.163 0.011
0.088 0.065 -0.241 0.047 -0.013 0.105 0.127 -0.002 0.056 -0.139 0.012
0.101 0.059 -0.238 0.040 -0.008 0.106 0.109 -0.001 0.038 -0.118 0.011
0.114 0.053 -0.235 0.034 -0.005 0.106 0.093 -0.001 0.028 -0.099 0.009
0.127 0.049 -0.233 0.028 -0.003 0.105 0.079 0.000 0.023 -0.083 0.008
0.140 0.045 -0.230 0.022 -0.001 0.104 0.067 0.001 0.022 -0.070 0.006
0.153 0.041 -0.226 0.017 0.000 0.103 0.057 0.002 0.023 -0.060 0.005
0.166 0.038 -0.223 0.012 0.001 0.101 0.050 0.002 0.026 -0.052 0.004
0.179 0.034 -0.220 0.008 0.001 0.100 0.044 0.002 0.028 -0.045 0.004
0.192 0.030 -0.217 0.005 0.002 0.098 0.039 0.002 0.030 -0.040 0.003
0.205 0.025 -0.213 0.002 0.002 0.096 0.036 0.002 0.032 -0.035 0.003
0.217 0.021 -0.210 0.000 0.002 0.094 0.033 0.002 0.033 -0.032 0.003
0.230 0.016 -0.207 -0.002 0.002 0.091 0.031 0.002 0.034 -0.029 0.003
0.243 0.011 -0.204 -0.003 0.002 0.089 0.029 0.002 0.035 -0.026 0.002
0.256 0.006 -0.200 -0.003 0.001 0.087 0.027 0.002 0.035 -0.024 0.002
Table 21 Quantum Defect Matrix of» IJ at R =3.0 a.u.
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€ 13<r A*ii A* 12 A*13 A*14 A*22 A*23 A* 24 /* 3 3 M44
-0.222 -0.415 0.083 -0.004 0.010 0.446 0.000 -0.001 0.465 -0.019 -0.402
-0.214 -0.425 0.116 -0.005 0.012 0.424 0.000 -0.003 0.472 -0.032 -0.427
-0.206 -0.424 .0.161 -0.002 0.017 0.393 0.000 -0.007 0.478 -0.057 -0.447
-0.199 -0.386 0.218 0.038 0.022 0.346 -0.012 -0.013 0.466 -0.141 -0.447
-0.191 -0.091 0.185 0.158 -0.124 0.312 -0.071 0.043 -0.177 -0.431 0.115
-0.183 0.385 -0.001 0.015 -0.005 0.353 -0.020 0.008 -0.439 -0.225 0.422
-0.175 0.383 -0.020 -0.013 0.003 0.333 -0.005 0.008 -0.457 -0.168 0.438
-0.167 0.361 -0.033 -0.020 0.008 0.305 0.000 0.008 -0.457 -0.148 0.436
-0.159 0.335 -0.046 -0.024 0.013 0.273 0.002 0.009 -0.452 -0.144 0.431
-0.151 0.305 -0.061 -0.027 0.018 0.236 0.004 0.010 -0.444 -0.149 0.425
-0.143 0.274 -0.077 -0.031 0.022 0.196 0.005 0.012 -0.433 -0.163 0.418
-0.136 0.243 -0.094 -0.036 0.025 0.154 0.007 0.014 -0.418 -0.184 0.410
-0.128 0.212 -0.111 -0.042 0.028 0.111 0.008 0.016 -0.398 -0.214 0.397
-0.120 0.182 -0.126 -0.050 0.029 0.070 0.010 0.018 -0.367 -0.255 0.377
-0.112 0.153 -0.140 -0.060 0.027 0.032 0.012 0.021 -0.320 -0.305 0.342
-0.104 0.126 -0.151 -0.072 0.020 -0.002 0.014 0.025 -0.249 -0.361 0.287
-0.096 0.101 -0.160 -0.081 0.008 -0.031 0.014 0.030 -0.151 -0.409 0.207
-0.088 0.077 -0.168 -0.086 -0.007 -0.055 0.013 0.036 -0.036 -0.435 0.112
-0.080 0.055 -0.174 -0.086 -0.022 -0.075 0.010 0.042 0.075 -0.432 0.023
-0.072 0.036 -0.179 -0.080 -0.033 -0.090 0.004 0.046 0.166 -0.407 -0.047
-0.065 0.020 -0.183 -0.072 -0.040 -0.102 -0.003 0.049 0.234 -0.371 -0.094
-0.057 0.007 -0.188 -0.062 -0.042 -0.110 -0.013 0.051 0.282 -0.331 -0.120
-0.049 -0.004 -0.193 -0.052 -0.041 -0.114 -0.025 0.051 0.315 -0.291 -0.132
-0.041 -0.013 -0.198 -0.041 -0.037 -0.115 -0.039 0.049 0.337 -0.252 -0.133
-0.033 -0.021 -0.203 -0.031 -0.032 -0.113 -0.054 0.046 0.351 -0.214 -0.127
-0.025 -0.028 -0.208 -0.021 -0.026 -0.108 -0.070 0.042 0.358 -0.178 -0.116
-0.017 -0.034 -0.213 -0.013 -0.019 -0.102 -0.085 0.036 0.361 -0.146 -0.101
-0.009 -0.041 -0.218 -0.005 -0.014 -0.094 -0.100 0.031 0.359 -0.118 -0.086
-0.002 -0.047 -0.223 0.001 -0.010 -0.086 -0.112 0.026 0.353 -0.095 -0.072
0.006 -0.053 -0.227 0.006 -0.006 -0.078 -0.123 0.022 0.346 -0.076 -0.059
0.014 -0.060 -0.230 0.011 -0.004 -0.070 -0.132 0.019 0.337 -0.061 -0.049
0.022 -0.066 -0.234 0.015 -0.002 -0.063 -0.138 0.017 0.327 -0.050 -0.040
0.030 -0.072 -0.237 0.019 -0.001 -0.057 -0.143 0.016 0.318 -0.041 -0.033
0.038 -0.078 -0.240 0.022 -0.001 -0.052 -0.146 0.015 0.309 -0.035 -0.027
0.046 -0.085 -0.243 0.026 0.000 -0.047 -0.149 0.014 0.301 -0.031 -0.023
0.054 -0.091 -0.246 0.030 0.000 -0.043 -0.150 0.014 0.293 -0.028 -0.019
0.061 -0.097 -0.249 0.033 0.000 -0.040 -0.150 0.014 0.285 -0.026 -0.016
0.069 -0.103 -0.252 0.037 0.000 -0.037 -0.150 0.014 0.279 -0.025 -0.013
T able 22 Quantum Defect Matrix /X” of ! E+ at R=6.01 a.u.
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C13<T A*ii A* 12 tAz A*14 ^ 2 2 tAz ^ 2 4 A*33 A* 34 V 4 4
-0.222 -0.491 0.052 -0.013 0.002 0.451 0.001 0.000 0.485 -0.006 -0.404
-0.215 0.481 -0.004 -0.037 -0.020 0.441 0.006 0.002 -0.506 0.002 -0.428
-0.208 0.457 -0.005 -0.010 -0.025 0.427 0.003 0.003 -0.501 0.001 -0.451
-0.200 0.431 -0.007 -0.007 -0.031 0.412 0.003 0.004 -0.495 0.002 -0.472
-0.193 0.405 -0.009 -0.006 -0.037 0.394 0.003 0.006 -0.488 0.002 -0.490
-0.185 0.378 -0.012 -0.006 -0.044 0.374 0.003 0.010 -0.483 0.002 -0.505
-0.178 0.351 -0.017 -0.006 -0.052 0.352 0.003 0.015 -0.477 0.003 -0.517
-0.171 0.324 -0.023 -0.006 -0.065 0.327 0.004 0.024 -0.473 0.003 -0.524
-0.163 0.298 -0.033 -0.007 -0.093 0.299 0.005 0.045 -0.468 0.005 -0.523
-0.156 0.240 -0.024 -0.008 -0.244 0.253 0.005 0.158 -0.465 0.009 -0.422
-0.149 0.071 0.063 0.004 -0.048 0.145 -0.005 0.041 -0.460 -0.036 0.430
-0.141 0.135 -0.014 -0.004 -0.006 0.142 0.000 0.016 -0.456 -0.052 0.441
-0.134 0.119 -0.038 -0.008 0.002 0.097 0.002 0.014 -0.453 -0.066 0.443
-0.127 0.094 -0.056 -0.011 0.007 0.044 0.003 0.015 -0.449 -0.085 0.443
-0.119 0.067 -0.072 -0.014 0.009 -0.010 0.004 0.017 -0.443 -0.111 0.443
-0.112 0.042 -0.086 -0.019 0.010 -0.063 0.004 0.021 -0.433 -0.151 0.439
-0.105 0.019 -0.099 -0.024 0.007 -0.111 0.003 0.027 -0.408 -0.213 0.423
-0.097 0.000 -0.110 -0.027 -0.003 -0.152 -0.003 0.035 -0.340 -0.316 0.365
-0.090 -0.012 -0.123 -0.013 -0.026 -0.187 -0.020 0.039 -0.117 -0.459 0.157
-0.083 -0.010 -0.138 0.043 -0.018 -0.216 -0.046 0.012 0.326 -0.369 -0.269
-0.075 -0.002 -0.149 0.080 0.049 -0.244 -0.047 -0.026 0.487 -0.095 -0.386
-0.068 0.000 -0.153 0.090 0.121 -0.269 -0.042 -0.050 0.484 0.048 -0.295
-0.060 -0.009 -0.154 0.094 0.169 -0.290 -0.041 -0.058 0.458 0.100 -0.166
-0.053 -0.020 -0.156 0.105 0.183 -0.306 -0.049 -0.056 0.432 0.113 -0.073
-0.046 -0.026 -0.164 0.120 0.181 -0.315 -0.063 -0.052 0.406 0.117 -0.026
-0.038 -0.031 -0.176 0.134 0.171 -0.318 -0.082 -0.051 0.380 0.117 -0.007
-0.031 -0.039 -0.195 0.143 0.161 -0.318 -0.106 -0.048 0.353 0.115 -0.005
-0.024 -0.044 -0.210 0.149 0.143 -0.308 -0.129 -0.051 0.326 0.111 -0.004
-0.016 -0.052 -0.227 0.151 0.128 -0.297 -0.150 -0.051 0.299 0.104 -0.007
-0.009 -0.059 -0.242 0.150 0.113 -0.285 -0.166 -0.049 0.273 0.096 -0.011
-0.002 -0.066 -0.256 0.148 0.100 -0.273 -0.178 -0.046 0.249 0.087 -0.014
0.006 -0.073 -0.269 0.145 0.089 -0.264 -0.184 -0.041 0.228 0.079 -0.017
0.013 -0.079 -0.280 0.142 0.079 -0.256 -0.187 -0.035 0.208 0.070 -0.018
0.020 -0.085 -0.291 0.139 0.070 -0.251 -0.187 -0.029 0.190 0.061 -0.019
0.028 -0.090 -0.301 0.137 0.064 -0.246 -0.185 -0.024 0.175 0.053 -0.019
0.035 -0.093 -0.312 0.135 0.058 -0.241 -0.183 -0.019 0.161 0.046 -0.018
0.042 -0.109 -0.313 0.133 0.048 -0.245 -0.178 -0.011 0.152 0.039 -0.020
0.050 -0.112 -0.324 0.132 0.046 -0.240 -0.174 -0.009 0.141 0.033 -0.018
T able 23 Quantuml Defect Matrix fx0-  of 'E + at R=:9.C1 a.u.
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p o s it io n s
R present ref. 68 ref. 67 ref. 66 ref. 63
1.0 0.28410 0.28600 0.315 0.29021 0.286
1.2 0.09924 0.10132
1.4 -0.03781 -0.03604 -0.03347 -0.036
1.6 -0.14307 -0.14222
1.8 -0.22677 -0.22609 -0.22265 -0.225
2.0 -0.29318 -0.29313 -0.283 -0.29023 -0.293
2.2 -0.34615 -0.34284
2.4 -0.38805
2.5 -0.40572 -0.40929 -0.409
2.6 -0.42129 -0.41583
3.0 -0.46758 -0.47826 -0.470
3.5 -0.51066
4.0 -0.53447 -0.54516 -0.537
w id th s
R present ref. 66 ref. 63
1.0 1-118(-2) 8.30(-3) 8.1(-3)
1.2 1.398(-2) 1.29(-2)
1.4 1.605(-2) 1.50(-2) 1.47(-2)
1.6 1.921(-2)
1.8 2.303(-2) 2.20(-2) 2.39(-2)







T A B L E  24 Positions and widths of the lowest *£+ resonance. Each number 
in parentheses indicates the power of 10 to be multiplied by the preceding entry.
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p o s it io n s
R present ref. 68 ref. 66
1.0 0.37132 0.38191
1.2 0.18291 0.19437
1.4 0.04223 -0.05342 -0.04792
1.6 -0.06300 -0.05661
1.8 -0.15117 -0.14428









w id th s















T ab le  25 Positions and widths of the second lowest *£+ resonance. Each num­
ber in parentheses indicates the power of 10 to be multiplied by the preceding 
entry.
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V.4 3£+ States 
V.4.1 Bound states
The calculated positions of 3E+ levels of H 2 are shown in Table 26 and 27 
and also presented in Fig. 22. In Fig. 22, solid lines indicate present bound po­
tential curves, dotted lines indicate the energy level of Kolos and Wolniewicz58 
and that of Davidson59, thick solid lines indicated resonances, and the target 
states are denoted by dashed lines. From Fig. 22, the lowest energy level of 3E+ 
state, namely 13EU state is in excellent agreement with the theoretical values of 
Kolos and Wolniewicz58 in table 26. The results are so close that these cannot 
be distinguished in Fig. 22. The Van der Waals minimum is also seen at almost 
same location reported to be at R =7.85 a.u. For the next higher state 23EU, 
110 reference is available . The third lowest state is also in good agreement 
at smaller internuclear distance (R  < 4 a.u.) with those of Davidson59. The 
agreement ,however,deteriorates at larger internuclear distances. His energy 
levels for 33£ u state (4 a.u . <  R  <  6.4 a.u.) are much higher than present 
results. This deterioration can be seen in his other results for 33£ ff state (see 
Fig. 17) The third lowest energy level of 3£ +  state shows a large hump near 
R =4.7 a.u. in the present work, comparing near R =5.75 a.u. in the poten­
tial curve of Davidson. The location of the hump of this work is well aligned 
with the resonance ‘potential ’ curves. The higher lying states, 43E+, 53E+, 
63E+, and 73E+ are also obtained simultaneously by solving a QDT matrix 
equation (11.30) and are listed in table 27. Currently no reference is available 
for comparing these higher lying states. The effects of perturbation due to 
the doubly-excited resonances are evident in the 33E+, 43E+, 63E„ potential 
curves. The eigenquantum defects p9 of 3E^ are presented in Figs. 23,24. 
It shows the strong energy dependence at small R and at very large R and a
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strong R-dependence. The eigenquantum defect graphs for this sym m etry show 
similar patterns with at larger internuclear distances. The eigenquantum  
defect graphs at smaller internuclear distances are similar in pattern to those 
for 3S + . The 3£ +  quantum defect matrix p 6- for selected values of R and ei3cr 
is presented in Tables 28-31.
V.4.2 Autoionizing Resonances
For this symmetry two resonance states are calculated. The widths of the 
lowest resonance of 3S +  symmetry are of the order of 10~3 a.u. indicating 
weaker channel interactions than for 1S^‘ symmetry. The results are compared 
with those of Bottcher et a/.65, Takagi et al.66 and Guberman68 in tables 32 
and 33. This shows that the results are also in generally good agreement with 
previous calculations. Guberman calculated the positions of the doubly excited 
states of this symmetry, but he does not provide the wodths. The present posi­
tions of the lowest resonance state are slightly lower than Guberm an’s values, 
but the second lowest resonance state are slightly higher. But the present posi­
tions and widths calculated for the second lowest resonance for this symmetry 
fall roughly between those reported by Takagi et al,66 and by Guberman66. All 
these resonance states (2pcr2scr and 2paZscr) are also shown in Fig. 22 together 
with the bound energy levels.
The doubly-excited resonance states of 3S +  symmetry cross 1 scr(^f^) near 
R =  4 a.u., clearly perturbing the potential curves 2 — 73S * . Aligned with
these resonance states, the potential curve 33EU is clearly bent and has a shallow 
outer well. The perturbation is less severe than in the states for the same 
reasoning as for the gerade states.
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F ig . 22 Calculated i / 2 Born-Oppenheimer potential curves for :5S+ symmetry. 
Present bound energy levels are shown as solid lines, and position of resonances 
as thick solid lines. The lowest bound energy levels of Kolos and Wolniewicz5' 
are shown as dotted lines, as is the third lowest bound state of Davidson59. The 
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F ig . 23  Eigenquantum defects, / . ,  are shown versus energy relative to \scr{H2 ) 
for 3E+ symmetry at R =  1,2,3,4,5,6 a.u.
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F ig . 24  Eigenquantum defects, /x®, are shown versus energy relative to l s c r iH ^ ) 
for 3£ +  symmetry at R =  7,8,9,10,12,14 a.u.
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F ig . 25 Fixed nuclei quantum defect is shown versus energy for 3S„ symmetry 
at R =  1 .0 ,1 .4 ,1 .8 , 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The horizontal axis gives the energy relative 
to 1s« t  (H ^ )• The vertical scale is the fixed nuclei quantum defect rp summed 
over p, after “eliminating”the closed channels associated with 2 in the 




















F ig . 26 Energy derivative of the fixed nuclei quantum defect t  for 3S+  sym ­
metry, at R =  1 .0 ,1 .4 , 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 3.0 a.u. The horizontal axis gives the energy 
relative to I sa  (H^ )• The vertical axis denotes the square root of energy deriva­
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T able 26  Energy levels of 13S + , 33E+ and 33£+  states, compared with those 
of Kolos and Wolniewicz58 and Davidson59.
R 43E+ 53E+ 63S+ 73S+
LOO -0.48305 -0.47401 -0.47179 -0.46694
1.20 -0.56024 -0.55177 -0.54899 -0.54445
1.40 -0.60126 -0.59330 -0.59000 -0.58574
1.60 -0.62222 -0.61469 -0.61096 -0.60693
1.80 -0.63154 -0.62433 -0.62028 -0.61642
2.00 -0.63394 -0.62696 -0.62267 -0.61894
2.20 -0.63215 -0.62535 -0.62089 -0.61724
2.40 -0.62788 -0.62120 -0.61661 -0.61303
2.60 -0.62218 -0.61558 -0.61091 -0.60736
2.80 -0.61573 -0.60919 -0.60445 -0.60093
3.00 -0.60894 -0.60248 -0.59767 -0.59418
3.25 -0.60048 -0.59406 -0.58918 -0.58571
3.50 -0.59235 -0.58604 -0.58105 -0.57762
3.75 -0.58471 -0.57858 -0.57340 -0.57009
4.00 -0.57779 -0.57206 -0.56647 -0.56350
4.25 -0.57163 -0.56704 -0.56068 -0.55908
4.50 -0.56758 -0.56474 -0.55849 -0.55446
4.75 -0.56896 -0.56080 -0.55595 -0.55008
5.00 -0.57017 -0.55721 -0.55359 -0.54670
5.25 -0.56978 -0.55457 -0.55087 -0.54386
5.50 -0.56879 -0.55258 -0.54808 -0.54162
5.75 -0.56762 -0.55103 -0.54557 -0.54006
6.00 -0.56642 -0.54992 -0.54347 -0.53899
6.25 -0.56525 -0.54920 -0.54180 -0.53808
6.50 -0.56417 -0.54876 -0.54065 -0.53730
6.75 -0.56318 -0.54847 -0.54023 -0.53714
7.00 -0.56230 -0.54826 -0.54052 -0.53680
7.50 -0.56079 -0.54789 -0.54148 -0.53565
8.00 -0.55957 -0.54756 -0.54210 -0.53477
8.50 -0.55852 -0.54723 -0.54236 -0.53413
9.00 -0.55760 -0.54698 -0.54235 -0.53375
9.50 -0.55676 -0.54674 -0.54217 -0.53349
10.00 -0.55598 -0.54654 -0.54190 -0.53336
11.00 -0.55459 -0.54632 -0.54121 -0.53308
12.00 -0.55350 -0.54551 -0.54047 -0.53280
13.00 -0.55221 -0.54503 -0.53974 -0.53243
14.00 -0.55131 -0.54440 -0.53903 -0.53198
T able 27  Energy levels of 43E+, 53E+, 63E+, 73£+  states
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e l  5 < r t4 i ^  12 ^ 1 3 A*14 ^ 2 2 A*23 ^ 2 4 3̂3 /*  34 (A*
-0.222 0.317 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.403 -0.001 0.158 -0.241 0.001 -0.248
-0.191 0.308 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.330 -0.001 0.146 -0.296 0.001 -0.188
-0.160 0.299 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.312 0.000 0.026 -0.363 0.001 -0.054
-0.129 0.289 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.307 0.002 -0.064 -0.437 0.000 0.026
-0.098 0.279 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.316 0.006 -0.093 -0.512 -0.002 0.032
-0.067 0.268 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.325 0.017 -0.086 -0.577 -0.004 0.019
-0.036 0.256 0.000 -0.001 0.002 0.319 0.039 -0.066 -0.629 -0.007 0.009
-0.004 0.244 0.000 -0.001 0.002 0.297 0.071 -0.044 -0.667 -0.010 0.004
0.027 0.232 0.000 -0.002 0.002 0.272 0.078 -0.028 -0.697 -0.008 0.002
0.058 0.218 0.000 -0.002 0.001 0.252 0.057 -0.016 -0.723 -0.003 0.001
0.089 0.204 0.000 -0.003 0.001 0.234 0.035 -0.008 -0.742 -0.001 0.001
0.120 0.189 0.000 -0.003 0.001 0.220 0.016 -0.003 -0.755 0.000 0.001
0.151 0.172 0.000 -0.004 0.001 0.211 -0.003 0.000 -0.764 0.000 0.001
0.182 0.155 0.000 -0.004 0.001 0.204 -0.023 0.001 -0.769 0.000 0.000
0.214 0.136 0.000 -0.006 0.001 0.199 -0.046 0.001 -0.770 0.000 0.000
0.245 0.116 0.001 -0.007 0.000 0.194 -0.068 0.001 -0.767 0.000 0.000
0.276 0.093 0.001 -0.009 0.000 0.190 -0.084 0.000 -0.762 0.000 0.000
0.307 0.069 0.002 -0.011 0.000 0.186 -0.092 0.000 -0.756 0.000 0.000
0.338 0.042 0.002 -0.014 0.000 0.181 -0.093 -0.001 -0.749 0.001 0.000
0.369 0.012 0.003 -0.017 -0.001 0.177 -0.089 -0.001 -0.739 0.001 0.000
0.400 -0.021 0.004 -0.022 -0.001 0.171 -0.084 -0.001 -0.727 0.001 0.000
0.431 -0.060 0.005 -0.029 -0.001 0.164 -0.080 -0.001 -0.711 0.001 0.000
0.462 -0.106 0.006 -0.039 -0.002 0.157 -0.076 -0.001 -0.691 0.001 0.000
0.494 -0.160 0.006 -0.053 -0.002 0.150 -0.074 -0.001 -0.663 0.002 0.000
0.525 -0.226 0.005 -0.074 -0.003 0.143 -0.072 -0.001 -0.623 0.002 0.000
0.556 -0.302 0.001 -0.104 -0.003 0.136 -0.071 0.000 -0.559 0.003 0.000
0.587 -0.388 -0.008 -0.149 -0.003 0.129 -0.066 0.000 -0.427 0.004 0.000
0.618 -0.489 -0.023 -0.182 -0.001 0.125 -0.045 0.000 -0.155 0.003 0.000
0.649 -0.594 -0.031 -0.097 0.000 0.122 -0.016 0.000 0.089 0.002 0.000
0.680 -0.631 -0.028 0.072 0.000 0.120 0.003 0.000 0.161 0.000 0.000
0.711 -0.593 -0.016 0.218 0.000 0.117 0.011 0.000 0.119 0.000 0.000
0.743 -0.552 -0.007 0.287 -0.001 0.114 0.012 0.000 0.061 -0.001 0.000
0.774 -0.549 -0.002 0.303 -0.001 0.111 0.011 0.000 0.034 -0.001 0.000
0.805 -0.576 -0.001 0.289 -0.001 0.108 0.010 0.000 0.034 -0.001 0.000
0.836 -0.618 -0.001 0.256 -0.001 0.106 0.009 0.000 0.048 -0.001 0.000
0.867 -0.660 -0.001 0.212 -0.001 0.103 0.007 0.000 0.063 -0.001 0.000
0.898 -0.694 0.002 0.164 -0.001 0.101 0.005 0.000 0.073 -0.001 0.000
0.929 -0.717 0.008 0.114 0.000 0.098 0.002 0.000 0.079 -0.001 0.000
T able 28 Quantum Defect Matrix /u®. of at R =1.0 a.u.
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C1 aer ^11 A*12 Mis A*14 ^ 2 2 ^ 2 3 A*24 ^ 3 3 A*34 V44
-0.222 -0.077 0.014 0 . 0 0 0 0.010 0.454 0 . 0 0 0 0.014 0.292 -0.010 -0.394
-0.209 -0.093 0.019 0 . 0 0 0 0.014 0.431 0 . 0 0 0 0.021 0.300 -0.015 -0.433
-0.196 - 0 . 1 1 1 0.026 0.001 0.019 0.404 0.001 0.029 0.308 -0.022 -0.465
-0.183 -0.129 0.035 0.002 0.024 0.370 0.001 0.035 0.317 -0.033 -0.488
-0.170 -0.148 0.047 0.003 0.030 0.326 0.002 0.036 0.326 -0.049 -0.502
-0.158 -0.167 0.063 0.006 0.037 0.272 0.002 0.034 0.333 -0.068 -0.506
-0.145 -0.185 0.082 0.010 0.044 0.204 0.002 0.030 0.340 -0.091 -0.500
-0.132 -0.202 0.102 0.016 0.052 0.121 0.001 0.025 0.345 -0.115 -0.483
-0.119 -0.216 0.121 0.025 0.059 0.039 -0.001 0.020 0.350 -0.137 -0.457
-0.106 -0.228 0.134 0.038 0.067 -0.055 -0.006 0.015 0.353 -0.156 -0.423
-0.093 -0.238 0.143 0.055 0.073 -0.137 -0.015 0.012 0.356 -0.171 -0.384
-0.080 -0.244 0.147 0.080 0.076 -0.204 -0.031 0.010 0.354 -0.186 -0.339
-0.067 -0.243 0.146 0.116 0.072 -0.258 -0.060 0.013 0.342 -0.204 -0.291
-0.054 -0.227 0.134 0.169 0.058 -0.294 - 0 . 1 1 1 0.026 0.303 -0.224 -0.237
-0.041 -0.187 0.099 0.232 0.027 -0.300 -0.188 0.058 0.214 -0.238 -0.180
-0.028 -0.128 0.033 0.273 -0.012 -0.269 -0.261 0.105 0.074 -0.225 -0.130
-0.015 -0.079 -0.026 0.270 -0.035 -0.221 -0.300 0.144 -0.045 -0.191 -0.099
-0.002 -0.058 -0.058 0.250 -0.040 -0.196 -0.313 0.163 -0.101 -0.161 -0.082
0.010 -0.054 -0.065 0.231 -0.037 -0.201 -0.319 0.168 -0.105 -0.144 -0.068
0.024 -0.058 -0.055 0.217 -0.033 -0.233 -0.319 0.163 -0.075 -0.137 -0.054
0.036 -0.064 -0.034 0.203 -0.030 -0.284 -0.309 0.149 -0.028 -0.137 -0.040
0.049 -0.070 -0.008 0.189 -0.027 -0.342 -0.287 0.129 0.027 -0.137 -0.026
0.062 -0.077 0.017 0.172 -0.023 -0.395 -0.255 0.106 0.075 -0.134 -0.015
0.075 -0.082 0.039 0.153 -0.020 -0.436 -0.222 0.085 0.112 -0.125 -0.007
0.088 -0.086 0.055 0.136 -0.017 -0.463 -0.195 0.067 0.136 -0.112 -0.003
0.101 -0.089 0.067 0.120 -0.014 -0.481 -0.176 0.054 0.151 -0.097 0 . 0 0 0
0.114 -0.092 0.075 0.108 -0.013 -0.492 -0.166 0.045 0.159 -0.083 0.001
0.127 -0.095 0.081 0.099 -0.011 -0.499 -0.163 0.039 0.163 -0.069 0.001
0.140 -0.098 0.086 0.093 -0.010 -0.502 -0.167 0.035 0.163 -0.058 0.002
0.153 -0.100 0.089 0.090 -0.010 -0.503 -0.174 0.032 0.160 -0.048 0.002
0.166 -0.103 0.092 0.089 -0.010 -0.503 -0.183 0.029 0.154 -0.041 0.002
0.179 -0.105 0.094 0.089 -0.009 -0.502 -0.192 0.028 0.146 -0.034 0.002
0.192 -0.107 0.095 0.089 -0.009 -0.502 -0.202 0.026 0.138 -0.029 0.002
0.205 -0.110 0.096 0.090 -0.009 -0.503 -0.210 0.025 0.129 -0.025 0.002
0.217 -0.112 0.097 0.092 -0.009 -0.504 -0.217 0.024 0.120 -0.022 0.002
0.230 -0.114 0.098 0.093 -0.008 -0.508 -0.222 0.022 0.112 -0.019 0.002
0.243 -0.116 0.099 0.093 -0.008 -0.513 -0.225 0.021 0.104 -0.017 0.001
0.256 -0.118 0.101 0.094 -0.008 -0.520 -0.226 0.020 0.099 -0.015 0.001
T able 29 Quantum Defect Matrix of 3E+ at R =3.0 a.u.
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Clj<T Mil ^ 1 2 M l3 V u ^ 2 2 ^ 2 3 ^ 2 4 M3 3 /* 3 4 /*44
-0.222 -0.491 0.050 -0.012 0.001 0.451 0.001 0 . 0 0 0 0.485 -0.006 -0.404
-0.215 0.480 -0.003 -0.031 -0.018 0.441 0.005 0.001 -0.507 0.001 -0.428
-0.208 0.456 -0.005 -0.009 -0.023 0.427 0.003 0.002 -0.501 0.001 -0.451
-0.200 0.430 -0.006 -0.006 -0.027 0.411 0.003 0.003 -0.495 0.001 -0.472
-0.193 0.403 -0.008 -0.005 -0.031 0.394 0.003 0.004 -0.488 0.002 -0.490
-0.185 0.375 -0.011 -0.005 -0.035 0.374 0.003 0.006 -0.483 0.002 -0.506
-0.178 0.345 -0.014 -0.005 -0.038 0.351 0.003 0.007 -0.477 0.003 -0.519
-0.171 0.315 -0.019 -0.005 -0.041 0.325 0.003 0.009 -0.473 0.003 -0.529
-0.163 0.283 -0.025 -0.005 -0.043 0.295 0.003 0.012 -0.468 0.004 -0.536
-0.156 0.251 -0.034 -0.005 -0.046 0.260 0.004 0.014 -0.465 0.004 -0.541
-0.149 0.217 -0.044 -0.006 -0.049 0.221 0.004 0.018 -0.462 0.005 -0.543
-0.141 0.183 -0.056 -0.006 -0.052 0.177 0.004 0.022 -0.460 0.006 -0.542
-0.134 0.149 -0.070 -0.007 -0.055 0.129 0.004 0.028 -0.458 0.008 -0.537
-0.127 0.114 -0.085 -0.008 -0.060 0.081 0.004 0.037 -0.458 0.009 -0.528
-0.119 0.080 -0.100 -0.008 -0.065 0.035 0.004 0.052 -0.459 0.011 -0.511
-0.112 0.049 -0.110 -0.008 -0.072 -0.002 0 . 0 0 0 0.083 -0.460 0.010 -0.474
-0.105 0.015 -0.108 -0.009 -0.072 -0.028 -0.012 0.161 -0.462 -0.002 -0.350
-0.097 0.009 -0.095 -0.027 0.015 -0.109 -0.039 0.231 -0.447 -0.094 0.083
-0.090 -0.003 -0.121 -0.051 0.055 -0.157 -0.042 0.173 -0.410 -0.194 0.235
-0.083 -0.021 -0.137 -0.072 0.058 -0.177 -0.049 0.150 -0.359 -0.269 0.223
-0.075 -0.039 -0.149 -0.091 0.051 -0.190 -0.058 0.141 -0.296 -0.322 0.166
-0.068 -0.057 -0.159 -0.107 0.038 -0.199 -0.066 0.136 -0.237 -0.349 0.099
-0.060 -0.075 -0.170 -0.116 0.022 -0.204 -0.069 0.133 -0.197 -0.352 0.041
-0.053 -0.092 -0.181 -0.121 0.007 -0.206 -0.066 0.131 -0.180 -0.341 -0.001
-0.046 -0.109 -0.191 -0.124 -0.008 -0.205 -0.059 0.130 -0.182 -0.323 -0.030
-0.038 -0.126 -0.201 -0.125 -0.021 -0.201 -0.049 0.130 -0.198 -0.301 -0.048
-0.031 -0.142 -0.210 -0.126 -0.032 -0.195 -0.037 0.131 -0.221 -0.279 -0.058
-0.024 -0.158 -0.216 -0.129 -0.041 -0.188 -0.024 0.133 -0.246 -0.259 -0.062
-0.016 -0.174 -0.219 -0.135 -0.047 -0.176 -0.013 0.135 -0.270 -0.241 -0.062
-0.009 -0.193 -0.227 -0.138 -0.052 -0.177 0.007 0.138 -0.297 -0.226 -0.055
-0.002 -0.210 -0.228 -0.147 -0.055 -0.169 0.022 0.140 -0.319 -0.212 -0.047
0.006 -0.230 -0.227 -0.156 -0.056 -0.164 0.038 0.143 -0.339 -0.197 -0.034
0.013 -0.250 -0.223 -0.166 -0.054 -0.160 0.056 0.146 -0.357 -0.182 -0.019
0.020 -0.273 -0.216 -0.178 -0.050 -0.159 0.077 0.149 -0.371 -0.163 0 . 0 0 0
0.028 -0.295 -0.209 -0.188 -0.043 -0.158 0.096 0.149 -0.382 -0.144 0.018
0.035 -0.319 -0.199 -0.198 -0.033 -0.161 0.117 0.148 -0.390 -0.122 0.037
0.042 -0.342 -0.187 -0.204 -0.020 -0.164 0.136 0.145 -0.393 -0.097 0.053
0.050 -0.364 -0.174 -0.209 -0.005 -0.170 0.155 0.140 -0.391 -0.071 0.068
T able 31 Quantum: Defect Matrix of
* * J
3E+ at R=9.Gl a.u.
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p o s i t io n s
E present ref. 68 ref. 65 ref. 66
1.0 0.25290 0.25198 0.2539 0.2538
1.2 0.07604 0.07538 0.0775
1.4 -0.05528 -0.05588 -0.0536 -0.0534
1.6 -0.15671 -0.15768 -0.1554
1.8 -0.23752 -0.23847 -0.2368
2.0 -0.30246 -0.30336 -0.3013 -0.2990
2.2 -0.35487 -0.3499
2.4 -0.39746
2.5 -0.41562 -0.41662 -0.4151
2.6 -0.43204 -0.4240
2.8 -0.46027




w id th s
R present ref. 65 ref. 66
1.0 1.850(-3) 3.12(-3) 4.9(-5)
1.2 1.491(-3) 1.78(-3)
1.4 1.311(-3) 8.38(-4) 5.0(-6)
1.6 1.187(-3) 8.94(-4)
1.8 1.190(-3) 1.9(-4)









T able 32 Positions and widths of the
Each number in parentheses indicates the power of 10 to be multiplied by the 
preceding entry.
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w id th s

















T able 33 Positions and widths
Each number in parentheses indicates the power of 10 to be multiplied by the 
preceding entry.
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F ig . 27  Resonances of ^ ^ (so lid  lines); 3E+ (chaindotted line); ^ ^ (d o tte d  
lines); 3S+  (dashed lines); the target states 1 sa^H^)  and 2pcr(#^‘) (thick solid 
lines) The horizontal axis denotes the internuclear distance R. The vertical axis 
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have tested the present approach over a wide range of the energy and 
internuclear distance for various symmetries of the hydrogen molecule. It shows 
that this new ab initio treatment can efficiently describe the physics at energies 
of both above and below the ionization threshold. Accordingly, it describes 
both singly- and doubly-excited states in a unified manner. The computer cpu 
tim e for calculating the matrices V and A for 201 configurations (for singlet 
symmetry) takes about 60 minutes at small internuclear distances and takes 
much longer cpu time at larger internuclear distances (about 100 minutes for R 
=14 a.u. using an FPS 500 computer). The rest of the calculation to get bound 
energy levels and resonances takes about 10 to 15 minutes. When considering 
that this determines the entire family of states of symmetry and resonances 
simultaneously, it turns out to be very efficient. In this dissertation about 100 
minutes in average are taken to get the 7 lowest bound states and resonance 
states at each internuclear distance. For the ungerade states it is reduced to 
about 80 minutes since fewer configurations are used.
In addition to its efficiency, overall agreements with the best calculations 
to date are generally excellent. Moreover some higher lying bound states are 
obtained for the first, time. But the greatest virtue of this method might be 
that it offers a global picture capable describing the entire range both above 
and below the ionization threshold. Using this efficient method we hope to 
treat, the physical observables involving complicated nuclear dynamics, namely 
competitive dynamic processes such as predissociation and preionization, in the 
future. A applications can also be made to other symmetries, such as 1 •3I I <„
110
I l l
and 1,3Ag,u without any conceptual modification of this treatm ent. Also D 2 , 
and H D  can be treated using electronic information obtained by calculations 
of the present type.
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Appendices
A. Solutions to the single electron Schroedinger equation in Pro­
late Spheroidal Coordinates System
The hydrogen molecular ion is a system consisting of two protons and one 
electron. If the protons are assumed to be infinitely massive and fixed at two foci 
in prolate spheroidal coordinates, the Schroedinger equation of in prolate 
spheroidal coordinates is
and £,rj,<p are defined in section III.l. This equation can be rewritten using 
equations (A .1,2) and equation (III.5)
(A . l )
where
V 2  * A  ZB
2 r.4 r s
(A.  2)
(A.3)
+  { \ R2E { i 2 -  V2) +  r ( z a  +  zb)Z +  R ( z b  -  za)v}<P(Z,V><p) =  0,
where and zg  are charges of the two nuclei,which are assumed henceforth to 
be equal. By writing the single electron wavefunction as
(-4.4)
and introducing
P2 =  - ^ B R 2 (.4.5)
in atomic units, the Schroedinger equation (A .3) is separable. The differential
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equation for azimuthal dependence can be quickly isolated, whose solutions are
Z(<p) =  —j==exp(im<p). (-4-6)
V  27T
Here m, the projection of the electronic angular momentum on the internuclear 
axis, can be any integer. The remaining separated differential equations are:
J f (1 “  +  p V  -  =  0, (A.7)
-  i ) | r )  +  M  +  -  r 2( 2 ~  (A -8>
where A is separation constant, m  is the projection of the electronic angular
momentum on the internuclear axis, z is sum of two charges of nuclei A  and B.  
The solutions of equation (A .7) and (A .8) are dependent on energy through p, 
and through the separation constant A(p2) whose quantized values are deter­
mined by (A .7) above. Many authors68,69 have studied equation (A.7) in detail. 
The differential equation (A .7) can be written
=  AM{ri) ,  (A.9)
with
The operator L can be broken into two parts
L =  Lo +  L i  ( .4.11)
in terms of the associated Legendre operator Lo,
777 2
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and a perturbing operator L i,
t 1 = ? V -  (A.13)
Since the angular differential equation (A.7) mainly consists of the associated
Legendre differential operator, the angular solution M (tj) can be solved effi­
ciently (provided p 2 is not too large) by expanding M ( t]) in terms of normalized 
associated Legendre functions,
00
M ( l , m , p ]V) =  ^ 2 z i mPirn(v),  (4-14)
1
with
P i J v )  =   f  f , ’ 'P i J v ) ,  (4 .15 )
'2/ +  1 (/ — m)!
2 (/ -f m)!
for which Lo is diagonal. The summation in equation (A .14) should be per­
formed over odd s if (/ +  m ) is odd, and over even s if (/ -f m ) is even, where 
I =  m +  s. The summation index I should not be confused with the united 
atomic angular momentum quantum number I of electron. For the example 
of nptr, the I may span 1,3,5,7, to infinity. For another example of ndir, the I 
may span 2,4,6,8, to infinity since odd values of (l +  m = 2 + l)  result in spanning 
of odd s, and therefore the value of I starts from 2. The nonvanishing matrix 
elements for I  in a normalized Legendre basis are simply
< im \L \im  > =  2(i - m  + l ) ( i  + m  + l )  , (t +  m ) ( ( - m )  _  f •
(2/ +  l ) (2 l l  +  3) (21 +  1)(2Z — 1)
<  lm \L \ l  +  2 ,m  > =  m  t .2><f ~ m +  2W  +  m + l ) ( t  -  n. +  1)
2/ +  3V (2i +  l) (2 / +  5)
<  lm\L\l  — 2,ni  > =  ~ ^ J (l +  m ~  ?><* +  ’"H' - - ’? ) .
2 1 -  IV  (2/ +  1)(2/ — 3)
(4.1(3)
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The matrix L  is real and symmetric. Eigenvalues A a and eigenvectors Zlm are 
obtained by a diagonalization of the matrix L. Then the solution of the angular 
differential equation is expressed in terms of eigenvectors zfm and normalized 
associated Legendre functions.
The eigenvalue A a now serves as the separation constant in the radial dif­
ferential equation. Jaffe70(1934) derived an analytical expression for the radial 
solution, which is an infinite series, as follows;
2 ( f )  =  « 2 -  l ) W /2«  +  I f  exp (-p O M O - (^-17)
Here the variable £ is defined by
< =  ( f  -  l ) / ( f  +  1), 04-18)
and
a  — R / p  — |m| — 1, (A .19)
where p  is real for e <  0 and imaginary for e >  0. The function h(£) in equation 
(A. 17) obeys the following differential equation
<(1 ~  ^  +  2<r — 1)£2 +  2(<r — 2p — 1 )( +  |m| +
(A. 20)
+  [<r(<7 +  \m\)£ +  cr(l +  2p) +  |m |( \ni | +  1 +  <r) +  A -  p 2]h =  0.
Substituting the series ansatz
OO
H £ )  =  ' Y l m C
1 = 0
( .4 .2 1 )
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into equation(A.20) leads to a three term recurrence relation
<*tgt+i -  Ptgt +  n g t - i  =  0, {A.22)
with
a t  =  (t  +  l ) ( t  +  |m| +  1)
(3t =  2t2 +  (4p — 2o-)t — A +  p 2 — 2 pa  — (|m | -f l) ( |m | +  a)  (A.  23)
j t  =  (t -  1 -  cr)(t -  1 -  cr -  |m |).
Here the recurrence relation (A .22) is calculated with the initial values g - 1  =  0 
and go =  1. Jaffe’s expansion is problematic in that it diverges near zero energy, 
since cr —> oo when p —> 0. For numerical application it is convenient to elim­
inate this strong energy dependence from the wavefunctions. Dividing Jaffe’s 
equation by the strong energy dependent factor at the origin, 2-R/p exp(— p), 
gives a solution which remains stable across the threshold energy E  =  0. The 
infinite series expansion h(£) converges especially fast when £ is small but ob­
viously more slowly when £ is large. To obtain the solution at large £, equation 
(A. 17) can still be used to provide boundary conditions near the origin £ =  1. 
Equation (A .8) can then be efficiently integrated outward numerically to calcu­
late the single electron radial wavefunction. This single electron wavefunction 
will be used to  construct trial functions to solve the two electron Schroedinger 
equation of H 2 .
B . M atrix  e lem en ts  o f  T and A
The Schroedinger equation for the two electrons in H 2 is
H'P =  (lii +  I12 + — )'fr =  E ^ .  ( B .  1)
J'12
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Here the h; is the hamiltonian of the i — th  electron in the field of two protons,
1 o 1 1
- - - - -  -B-2>2 nA Tis
where t i a  and T{b are the distances between the t-th electron and proton A 
and B,respectively. The term I/V 12 in equation (B .l)  represents the Coulomb 
repulsion between the two electrons, with r i2 the interelectronic separation. ^  
can be written as an expansion in terms of independent electron basis functions 
Vik  5
$  — (B.  3)
ik
where the y^ are constructed as
Vik =  Wifc[&(ri)^fc(r*2) +  ( - l ) S</>fc( f 1) ^ ( f 2)]. (B A )
Nik is a normahzation constant, and the total spin 5  represents singlet states 
for 5  =  0 and triplet states for 5  =  1. The wavefunction 4>i(rj) is an energy- 
independent single electron orbital, which is a numerically obtained two-centered 
eigenfunction of the H % Hamiltonian, equation (A .l) . Two different types of 
orbitals are used in constructing two electron trial functions. One is closed-type 
orbitals which are chosen so that the wavefunctions vanish at £ =  £o> while 
the other is open-type orbitals whose amplitudes are nonzero at £ =  £o- The 
two open-type orbitals chosen per channel have zero derivative at £ =  £o- This 
choice of basis functions results in simplifications for some of the matrix ele­
ments, particularly some surface integrals. More explicitly the single-electron 
basis functions are chosen with the following properties at the reaction surface
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C =  Co,
ScUo) =  0, — ^  0, (B .5)
s o(Co) 7* °> —  =  0, (£ .6 )
where Ec indicates closed type and E0 indicates open type radial functions.
These properties of the basis functions will be considered below when various
surface integrals are constructed.
The single electron orbitals are eigenfunctions of the H f  hamiltonian,
h j<f>i(fj) =  E{(f>i(fj), (B.  7)
where the Ei  is the energy levels of , the full two-electron hamiltonian op­
erator acting on two electron basefunction y^k' therefore simplifies as
Hyi'fc' =  (h i +  h2 +  1 /^ 12)^'*:'
=  (Ei> +  Ek< +  l / r n ) y i ’k’, (E-S)
and the matrix elements involve a simple volume overlap integral and a com­
plicated electron correlation integral:
<  ik \H \ ik '  > =  (Ev  +  Ek<) <  ik\i'k' >  +  <  —  |i'k' >  . {B.Q)
1̂2
Here the bracket denotes the volume overlap integral and > denotes the full 
two-electron basis function y,'*.'. The integrals we need to calculate to construct
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m atrix H  are now
< ik \ i ' k ' > =  j  y*ikyi,k<dV, ( £ .  10)
V
and
< ik\ —  \i'k' > =  f  ylk— yvk>dV. (#-H)
^ 1 2  J r \ 2
V
The differential volume element for two electrons is
dV  =  dv%dv2, (B.  12)
with
dvi =  -  Tj?)d(idrjid<pi. (£ .1 3 )
The volume integral (B.10) and the surface integrals to be met later in equations
(B.24) and (B.25) can be written as single electron integrals. The single electron
volume overlap integral is
< i\i' > = N i N i i * f  J  J  J  # ( £ 2 -  JWi'dtdrtdp
R  f  1
=NiNi' (  — f  /  —  e x p ( - i ( m i  -  mi>)tp)d<p (£ -14)
X { J  E*~i , (*d( J  U t  M e d , , -  J s ; s , d (  J
where N{ is normalization constant for single electron wavefunctions so that
< i|i > =  1. The radial integrations should be performed from £ =  1 to £ =  £o,
and angular integrations performed over the entire range (from i] =  — 1 to 
y  =  +1 and ip =  0 <p — 2tt ). The volume integral for the two electron basis
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function of equation (B.10) is now expressed in terms of single electron volume 
overlap integrals as
<  ik\i'k' > =  NikNi>k>{< i\t > <  k\k' >  + (  —l ) 5 <  i\k' > <  k\i1 > } ,  (5 .1 5 )
where Nik is normalization constant chosen so that <  ik\ik  > = 1 .  In the 
following, the two-electron volume overlap integrals <  ik\i'k' >  are denoted by 
the matrix O.
The electron correlations depend on the l / r j 2 integral. The Neumann 
expansion71,72 in prolate spheroidal coordinates for two interacting electrons 
is
—  =  M(»72)ex p {ip(<pi -<^ 2)}, (5 .1 6 )
r 12 5  ,In
which can be put into more convenient form73 as
x <3|#i|(^>)P/lMl(^<)PilMl(77i)P/l'i|(772)exp{z>(v?1
(5 .1 7 )
where £> is the larger and £< smaller of the radial £ of two electrons. The 
5 / ^ ( 0  anci Ql^(£) are first kind and the second kind of associated Legendre 
functions whose argument are larger than 1. Since the second kind of Legendre 
functions are diverging at £ =  1, the integration of the equation B.17 requires 
careful treatment. Using equation (B.17) the integral elements for 1 /r '12 ran be
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written as
<  « | J - | . V  >  =  W M * ?  £  j > 1)W <2'  + ' )  ( I T T w l ) 2
(£ .1 8 )
"(* (  1 )  ^  ik\k i  ~^> m fci +  i - m i } )
where the azimuthal integrals are represented by the Kronecker delta function. 
Similarly <C ik\i'k' is a two-electron radial and angular integral defined
by
<  ik\i'k' 3>= +  E (i, k , i ' , k', 2 ,2 ) M ( i , i ' , 0)M (k ,  k' , 0)
+  E (i, k , i ' , k ' , 0 ,0 )M (t, i , 2 ) M ( k , k ' ,2)
( £ . 2°)
— E (i, k , i ' , k ' , 2 , 0) M( f c,  &*, 2)
-  E(t, A;, fc\ 0 ,2)M { i, i \ 2 ) M { k ,  k \ 0).
Here the E ( i , k , i ' , k ' , t , t ' )  denotes a Slater-type radial integral, whose integrand 
factorizes into the first and the second kind Legendre functions and radial wave- 
functions with weight factor of defined as
( £ . 21)
E(i, k , i ' , k \  t, t') =
and the M ( i , i ' , t )  denotes a one-electron angular integral defined as
-fl
M ( i , i ' , l )  =  J  ( f l .22)
-1
These integrals extend only over the short-range reaction volume, and should be 
distinguished from usual hamiltonian matrix elements which extend to infinity.
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Most of the integrals needed to construct T and A  have already been ob­




J  ( y i k V i ' k ' / h ^ d a .  (B.  24)
E
These integrals factorize into single electron volume integrals and single electron 
surface integrals. The surface integrals have a simple integrand, as mentioned 
previously because the factor y/£q — ij2 in dcr cancels the inverse factor in d / d n  
from equation (B.23) and it similarly cancels h^1 in equation (B.24). This 
cancellation is a consequence of Robicheaux’s definition29 of the logarithmic 
derivative, and results in surface integrals with a trivial weight factor (£q — 1). 
The surface integral appearing in the Bloch operator of T is
f  d y i ' k '  J „  r  _ -i  ̂ f  1 i f  , ,
J  Vik~dn~ =  ’■ y  ^ -------- dridif
E E
(B.  25)
+ ( - l ) 5 <  i\k' >  J  <t>k{(,o, < f i ) ^ ^ dj]dp}.
E
with common coefficient CV; for surface integrals
Cs =  JVikJVw ( f ) « o - l ) .  (B. 26)
Note that from equations (B.25) and (B.26) either (j) vanishes on E or else d<f>/d(, 
vanishes on E, so that many of these integrals are trivially zero.
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The surface integral for A  in equation (B .24) is now simply 
J {ytkyi’k’/ h ^ d a  =  <  *|*' >  J  4>k{to,ViY>)<f>k'(to,V,<p)drid<p. (B .27)
E E
Importantly, A  has non-zero matrix elements only when both k, k1 denote open- 
type orbitals in the surface integral (B.27). All other matrix elements are zero 
because of the properties of the closed and open orbitals at the reaction surface 
£> =  6 -  Therefore the matrix A consists of zero block-matrices corresponding 
to the closed-type orbitals, and one non-zero block-matrix corresponding to the 
open-type orbitals. The explicit forms of the above matrices are shown in chap­
ter IV. The actual configurations used in the calculations of this dissertation 
are discussed in detail in Chapter IV.
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